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Pelliccia: The Interpretation of Iliad 6.145-9 and the Sympotic Contribution

The Interpretation of Iliad 6.14:5-9 and the
Sympotic Contribution to Rhetoric*
By HAYDEN PELLICCIA
"T v5Ei511 ~EyaeV~E. Till yEvEnv EPEElVElS:
0'(11 lTEp <pUAAWV yEVETl. TOlll 5e Ka\ Cxv5pwv.
<pUAAa Tel ~EV T' CxVE~OS xa~a5lS XEEl. CxAAa 5e e' VAll
TllAEe6woa <pUEl. eapos
Eapos 5' ElTlyiyvETal wpfr
wprr
WS Cxv5pwv yEvEn Ii ~ev <pUEl ri 5' CxlTOATlYEl ...."
(/i. 6.145-49)

"High-hearted son of Tydeus, why ask of my generation?
As is the generation of leaves, so is that of humanity.
The wind scatters the leaves on the ground, but the live timber
burgeons with leaves again in the season of spring returning.
So one generation of men grows while another dies ..."
Trans. Lattimore (1951)

T

HE COMPARISON OF lives and leaves was very popular among early
Greek poets. 1 It is impossible to know if Homer was the source for the
others, or along with them was just another exponent of a widespread and
previously established trend. 2 The direct quotation of line 146, prefixed by an
explicit attribution of it to XloS Cxvnp, in Simonides 8.1-2 Wese (= Simonides
19.1-2 West2 ) may be taken to suggest the former,3 but that inference has
been complicated by the publication a decade ago of a papyrus in which the
same poem (more or less) appeared without the lines quoting "Homer"
(= Simonides 20. West2).4 In view of all the interest the comparison has
aroused, it is surprising how little understood is Glaucus' use of it here.

*Substantial passages of Greek in the body of the text are accompanied by translations; where the
translation is taken from a published source, that source is identified by translator and date of publication, with
full information given in the Bibliography; where no source is given the translation is mine. I would like to
thank Charles Brittain. Margalit Finkelberg, Donald Lateiner. Michael Lloyd, William H. Race, Andrew
Ramage, Hanna Roisman, Bob Rust, and Calvert Watkins for their comments and suggestions.-A. Ford's
excellent "Odysseus after Dinner: Od. 9.2-11 and the Traditions of Sympotic Song" (Kazazis, J.N. and
Rengakos, A. [1999]. Euphrosyne: Studies in Ancient Epic and its Legacy in Honor of Dimitris N. Maronitis,
109-23. Stuttgart) came to my attention after this article had been submitted. Our ideas about the sympotic
background to Homer dovetail very nicely.
1. See especially Griffith (1975) and Sider (2001).
2. See Davison (1968) 73, for a tersely skeptical consideration of the evidence and its possibilities.
3. While the recurrence of the image at Ii. 21.464-66 supports the latter.
4. P.Oxy. 3965 fro 26, in which Simonides 8. 6-13 Wese (= Simonides 20.5-12 Wese) appear preceded
by at least 4 lines (= Simonides 20.1-4 Wese) that demonstrably do not quote Il. 6.146, or in any other respect
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An advance was made recently by E.R. Lowry, Ir. He pointed out that
although most interpreters, presumably influenced by the subsequent history
of the comparison, especially in elegy, see Glaucus in 146ff. as "pensive and
sorrowful," nonetheless the context of the speech (as well as Glaucus'
character as displayed elsewhere in the Iliad) suggest that the "image of the
leaves [is] not primarily a spontaneous overflow of powerful pessimism
engendered by human mortality or the brevity of youth," but rather "serve[s]
to discredit Diomedes" as part of Glaucus' "verbal offensive" against him. 5
In supporting this claim Lowry made the correct move of looking to other
Iliadic taunting speeches for the appropriate comparisons; like most of his
predecessors, however, he based his comparative argument on thematic
content (primarily the leaf image and the genealogical lore), and so neglected
certain formal features of Glaucus' opening lines that I believe will, if
properly appreciated, demonstrate the cogency of his insight that the passage
is more in the nature of competitive banter than a sincere meditation of the
eheufugaces type, ingenuously offered up for Diomedes to take to heart.

1. Not a simile

In outline Ii. 6.145-50 looks straightforward: the <puAAwv yEVEn IS
compared to the avop(;)v yEvEn. As many commentators have remarked,
however, problems arise when the details of the comparison are pressed. For
example, what on the human side corresponds to the forest, what to the
leaves? Similarly, how does the meaning of yEvEn within the comparison
relate to its meaning in 145, and thus to the question ("Who are you?") that
the passage as a whole is ostensibly answering? In mitigation of these
difficulties attention might be drawn to the scholarly commonplace that
point-for-point correspondence between the elements of a Homeric simile
and whatever it modifies must not be expected. 6 But is Glaucus' comparison
"a Homeric simile"? That is the nub. Most scholars who discuss the
comparison use the word "simile" to refer to it, though with what degree of
deliberateness it is hard to tell.? A moment's reflection, however, should tell
us that this common usage is inappropriate. Its prevalence is likely

reproduce Simonides 8.2-5 Wese. For discussion, see especially Sider (2001). Some of the questions raised by
the papyrus are addressed in the final section of this article.
5. The quotations are from Lowry (1995) 194, 195, and 198, respectively. Cf. Kirk's note on 144-51:
"Glaukos' reply to Diomedes' taunts is both witty and clever."
6. See Damon (1961) 261-71, and references there.
7. For example, Frankel (1921) 4Of., treats it as unexceptional; likewise, Moulton (1977) 30 n.18., and
Lee (1964) 2 and 33, group it indifferently with narrative similes. Most recently, Cribiore (1994) and Sider
(2001) refer to it regularly as a simile.
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nonetheless to have contributed to the all but universal failure to recognize
the comparison's true genre, and hence tone.
We can start with the obvious: Ii. 6.146-49 is part of a speech, and the
typical Homeric simile is almost entirely a creature of narrative. Does that
fact point to a difference of accident or essence? I think most people will on
reflection concede that Glaucus' image "feels" different from the narrative
type: it seems to propose a direct analogy more in the manner of reasoned
argument than of poetic imagery.
Perhaps these intuitions can be brought into sharper focus. The familiar
simile of Homeric narrative is essentially adverbial (thus its characteristic
correlators are wS / wS): it fills out, as a modifier, our picture of an action in
the story. As an adverb, such a comparative clause is not formally an
assertion: even if we might feel that there is an implication that "Achilles is
like a lion," the form of the simile does not state the matter thus; it simply
says that as a lion leaps, so Achilles leapt. In short, the primary aim of the
simile does not seem to be to assert what Achilles is like, but to bring his
leaping more vividly to the eye.
We can add that narrative similes not only do not formally assert the
comparisons they make, but neither are they deployed in support of
assertions-they are not, for example, connected to their contexts by logical
particles (or equivalents) like "for ...."
Glaucus' comparison differs on both these points. First, it is introduced
with an explicit summary assertion of the likeness: "X is like Y"; this
statement of the likeness is then worked out (and thereby justified) in what
follows. Second, the comparison as a whole serves an argumentative
purpose, namely, to give the grounds for the dismissal implied in the
question that immediately precedes it (Tin yevenv epeelvelS;): "Why do you
ask? (You must not know that) a human yeven is like a leaf yeven. Leaves
do such and such; so do humans." ("And so"-presumably-"my point is
made: your question was misguided.") The whole sequence' forms a tight
argumentative chain defending the proposition, rhetorically formulated as a
question, that Diomedes' inquiry into his opponent's yeven was somehow
unsuitable. 8 The successive stages of the argument (146 and 146-49) are
introduced with the kind of asyndeton (on the use of which in such contexts
see note 65 below) that is roughly characterized by Kiihner-Gerth
KUhner-Gerth (II p.344)
as equivalent to yap.

8. Of course Glaucus immediately proceeds to "dignify the question with a response"-of some 60
lines. I do not in this article address the cultural-rhetorical conventions which allow Homeric warriors to dilate
upon their glorious lineages while affecting an overall "fight, don't talk" attitude. The most glaring example is
to be found at fl. 20.200-58 (20.213£.=6.150f.), where the speaker gives a detailed genealogy even in the
absence of any inquiry into his identity, perfectly well known to his opponent anyhow.
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2. Theform and function of the EiKaCElv

The observations above serve to confirm our suspicion that Glaucus'
comparison is not a simile. What then is it? I propose to relate it to a
phenomenon known to ancient scholars and rhetoricians variously as the
eiKaselv or eiKQOlloS or e'lKQoIlQ. lO In a classic modern discussion, Eduard
Fraenkel pointed out that in certain comparisons found at the beginning of
comic monologues
comedy takes up and continues an old party-game (Gesellschaftsspiel)
popular in Athens and probably the whole Greek world, called the
E1KaSElv, wherein one member of the company asks another, "Do you
know what you most resemble?", and then caricatures him by way of a
comparison (5l' E1KOVOS); the companion so-caricatured can or must
then respond with a counter-comparison (avTElKaSElv).ll

Fraenkel here gives a good description of what is perhaps the most clearly
and narrowly defined subcategory of a larger class of stylized comparisons
that seem to have flourished especially in sympotic conversation. Since
Fraenkel's subcategory is so easily identified and defined,12 we can use some
examples of it as an introduction to the whole genus; but it must be kept in

9. My discussion throughout is heavily indebted to Fraenkel (1922) 169ff. (=[1960] 160ff.) and (1950)
773f., and Monaco (1963); apart from the few passages that I noticed myself (e.g., the two Herodotus passages
discussed below), almost all of the examples I cite were culled from these three works. My disagreements with
the two scholars will be made clear. Other useful discussions are to be found in Rivier (1952) 51ff. (where the
device is placed in its intellectual-historical context; cf. Lloyd [1966] ch. 3, and esp. 189f.) and McCall (1969)
ch.l.
10. Strictly speaking, we should distinguish between the device (called EiKa~Elv, EiKao~os, and
E1Kao~a in the texts quoted in the next note), and the image or comparison generated by it (as early as
Aristophanes, Clouds 559 called ElKWV, but cf. Tryphon below). I will follow the custom initiated by Fraenkel
and simply use the same word EiKa~Elv to refer to the overall device and to the comparison proper within it.
For discussion of the "pre-Aristotelian" terminology for comparisons of many kinds, including the ElKa~Elv,
see McCall, ch. 1.
11. Fraenkel (1922) 171 =(1960) 162f. Fraenkel is drawing upon ancient rhetorical and grammatical
traditions for which the following passages, taken here primarily from Monaco (1963) 18f., provide the chief
evidence (on the nature of the treatises-lexica, in fact-from which the definitions derive, see West [1965]):
Tryphon I (on Tryphon I and Tryphon II, see West, ibid., 231-33), de tropis Walz (1832-36) viii
p.7511Spengel (1854-85) iii 202: ElKao~os EOTIV 6~Ol0T11S e'lOOUS. TTEploTT(;)oa Tf)v cpavTaolav TTpOS
TTPOS TO

on

yEAOIOTEPOV. 0
VTTO TIVc.vV OK(;)~~a KOAE1Tal' OlacpepEI OE TTlS EiKOVOS. WS yevoS e'lOOUS' Ti ~EV
yap EiKWV OVK Ev8ec.vs ElKao~6s. 6 oE ElKao~os TTavTc.vs ElKWV; [Herodian], de figuris
jiguris Walz viii
5911Spengel iii 92: TTlS oE Elpc.vvElas KaSeOTllKEv E10ll Ta AETTTo~EpeoTEpa TaoE. oapKao~os.
olaoup~os. ETTIKEPT6~1l01S. KOTayEAc.vs. ElKao~os. xapIEvTIO~OS; Walz viii 592/Spengel iii 92:
ElKao~os oE EOTIV OTOV ~ETa TOV TTapaTISeval TO O~OIOV KaSalp(;)~EV TOVS TTeAas. oTov rOd.
18.26.f.]
TTOTTOI WS 6 ~OAO(3pOs ETTITPOXaOllv ayopEvEI / YPlli Ka~lvol Taos"; Hesychius, E 807:
ElKa~Elv' OKWTTTEIV. EOIKa~EIV. TO AEyEIV "O~OIOS eT Tc+>0E"; cf. a 4821: aVEIKaoaoSar aTTooKw\Val;
Cocondrius, de tropis Walz viii 789/Spengel iii 236: TO OE E1Kao~a eOTI oKw~~a KaS' 6~oloT11Ta. WS
EXEI TO TTap' EVTTOAIOI [fr.337 PCG)' KaTEIKa~ouoav n~as t oxaol / (3oA(3c+>.

"w

12. Monaco's study (1963) is devoted entirely to this type, and this type alone. As some of his
reviewers, especially Schafer, pointed out, this narrowness of focus undermined his understanding of the
phenomenon and severely reduced the usefulness of his work overall.
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mind that this burlesque type represents only one segment of a wider
spectrum of possibilities. 13
A passage from Aristophanes' Wasps provides a very pure specimen of
the "game" as Fraenkel described it, and locates it in its characteristic milieu,
the symposium. Towards the end of the play, Bdelycleon gives his father
Philocleon a crash course in the manners and mores of upper-class society
(1122-1248), and then takes him off to a dinner party; afterwards, the old
man's attendant slave reports his master's drunken antics, giving special
attention to his grotesque exchanges with the other guests, which are
summed up in the words (1319f.) TTEPl\J(3P1SEV aVTovs EV IJEPE1'/
oKwTTTWy aypolKwS, "each in tum he insulted with his crude banter." The
central episode in the slave's report begins with another guest's comment on
the old man's over-exuberant behavior, in particular a gratuitous beating of
the slave himself (Wasps 1307-14):
KaTVnTE btl IJE vEavlK(;)S "naT nar' KaA(;)v.
E1T' aVTov. WS db'. DKaoEv Avo[oTpaTos'
"eolKas, W lTpeol3uTa, veonAOVTcp Tpvy{
KAT)Tiip{ T' eis CxXVpov CxnobEbpaKOTl."
6 b' CxvaKpaywv CxvTQKao' aVTOv napvonl
no:pvonl
TO 8pTa TOU Tp[l3wvos Cxnol3el3ATlKOTl,
~8EVEAcp TE TO OKEvo:pla
OKEvapla blaKEKaplJEvcp.
0\
oi b' CxVEKpOTT)OaV KTA....

And he gave me a right lusty beating, all the while yelling "boy, boy."
Lysistratus took one look at him and made a comparison: "Old fellow,.
you're like a nouveau riche teenager, or an ass that's slipped away to a
bran pile!" And he bellowed back with his own comparison of
Lysistratus to a locust that's lost the wings off its cloak, or Sthenelus
shorn of his stage props. Everyone applauded....
Trans. Henderson (1998)

Lines 1308-14 give us an exchange just as Fraenkel describes it: first
Lysistratus draws two cOInparisons (DKaoEv, EOIKOS) of Philocleon, then in
return Philocleon draws two of him (avTDKaoE); the rest of the guests
immediately render judgement (avEKpoTlloav KTA.).
The same pattern informs an exchange between Meno and Socrates,
though in this case the second party explicitly declines to respond in kind
(Plato, Meno, 7ge7-80c6 with omissions; the eiKaselv proper is in bold):

13. Martin (1931) 10-15 is a valuable short discussion of the sympotic function of the EiKa~Elv.
Monaco's fifth chapter is called "i simposi," and is also useful; but it is a defect of both his and Fraenkel's
accounts of the EiKa~Elv that they fail to appreciate the primacy of its connection with the symposium. Huss
(1999) 343, on the other hand, assumes that the sympotic association of the EiKa~Elv is so basic that he feels
constrained to point out that "als eine iiberaus plastische Sprechweise" it is not limited to the symposium, and
appears otherwise especially in comedy.
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MEN. "'w LWKpaTES. TlKOVOV IJEV eycuYE lTPLV KaL aVyyEvea8al
oVyyEveo8al
OOl
aOl OTl au
ou ouSev CxAAO il aUTOS TE alTOpElS KaL TOUS clAAOVS
lTOlElS CxlTOPElV' KaL VVv. WS ye 1J0l SOKElS. YOTlTEVElS IJE KaL
<paplJOTTElS KaL aTEXVWS KaTElT<XSElS. WOTE
waTE lJEaTOV
lJEOTOV alTopias
yEyoveVal. Ka\ SOKeTs 1l0l lTaVTeA~S, el SeT Tl Ka\ aK(;J\fJal,
ollol6TaTos elva l T6 Te el50S Ka\ TaAAa TaVTlJ Tij. lTAaTe[~
VapKlJ Tij 9aAaTT(~· Ka\ yap aVTll TOV ae\ lTAllala~ovTa Ka\
alTT61levov vapKav lToleT, Ka\ au 50Ke'i's
50Keis 1l0l vvv EIlE TOlOVT6v Tl
lTelTOlllKEval· aA1l9(;Js yap fyCAlye Ka\ Tl1V \fJVxnV Ka\ TO aT61la
vapKa>, KaL OUK EXCU OTl alTOKpivculJa( OOl
aOl ...
LW. navovpyoS
navoOpyoS ET.

wMevcuv. Kal oAiyov e~TllTOTTlOOS
e~TllTOTTlaOS lJE.

MEN. T(voS Sn OlEl;
LW. "Iva OE
aE aVTElKOacu.
aVTElKOOCU. eyw SE TOVTO olSa lTEPl lTOVTCUV TWV
KaAwv. OTl xaipovalV
xaipOVOlV EiKal;6lJEVOl' AvalTEAEl
AVOlTEAEl yap aUTOlS' KaAaL
yap ollJal TWV KaAwv KaL ai EiKOVES' aAA' OUK aVTElKOaOlJa(
aVTElKOOOlJa( OE.
aE.

MEND: Socrates, before I even met you I used to hear that you are
always in a state of perplexity and that you bring others to the same
state, and now I think you are bewitching and beguiling me, simply
putting me under a spell, so that I am quite perplexed. Indeed, if a joke

is in order, you seem, in appearance and in every other way, to be
like the broad torpedo fish, for it too makes anyone who comes close
and touches it feel numb, and you now seem to have had that kind of
effect on me, for both my mind and my tongue are numb, and I have
no answer to give you....
SOCRATES: You are a rascal, Meno, and you nearly deceived me.
MEND: Why so particularly, Socrates?
SDCRA TES: I know why you drew this image of me.
MEND: Why do you think I did?
SOCRATES: So that I should draw an image of you in return. I know
that all handsome men rejoice in images of themselves; it is to their
advantage, for I think that the images of beautiful people are also
beautiful, but I will draw no image of you in tum....
Trans. Grube (1997)

Meno's elKaSelv here gives a good example of what might be called the
fuller form of the device: he (a) states the comparison: "X is like Y"; (b)
describes Y: "Y does such and such"; and (c) states the point of resemblance
of X to Y: "X also does such and SUCh.,,14 Some instances suppress one or the
other of these elements, or combine two of them into one.

14. Cf. Fraenkel (1950) 773: "The general arrangement of [the
[of similarity or dissimilarity], then its justification in two parts, 6
something corresponding) KTA."
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Two formal features of the e1KoSEIV (as opposed to the normal Homeric
narrative simile), then, are that it opens with an assertion of the likeness ("X
is like y"), and that it is deployed in the service of some argumentative point.
Neither of these features is absolutely guaranteed; in particular, the
"argument" in service of which the asserted likeness is being made is, in the
second-person insulting type (see immediately below), often not explicitly
expressed, as shown by the Wasps passage: the implicit claim in this type is
usually just "You are contemptible/ridiculous." Meno, on the other hand,
uses the comparison to justify his inability to answer Socrates' arguments
(and, as Socrates realizes, to sidetrack the discussants into the kind of
sympotic 1;>anter that is the E1KOSEIV'S native milieu).
The use of the verb OKWlTTEIV by both Philocleon's slave and Meno
suggests skoptic as an adjective to characterize the customary spirit of the
burlesque type. We may remark now that by and large second-person
instances of the E1KOSEIV tend to be skoptic, and skoptic instances tend to be
second-person. 15 The third person, on the other hand, provides an opportunity
for more reflective, "philosophical" applications.
It might be assumed on the basis of this distinction that the "amoebic"
character of the ElKOSEIV, proclaimed by the use of the verb aVTEIKoSEIV in
both passages above, is also going to be most commonly associated with
second-person instances. But that assumption would be mistaken: the
amoebic character of the E l KO sE 1V is simply a specific reflex of the
competitive character of sympotic utterances in general. 16 When a given
competitive utterance is made in the second person, the response naturally
will be returned in the second person-that is, will be "amoebic."I? But the
15. Or equivalent: 3rd-person comparisons are sometimes spoken in the hearing of the subject
himself-a device encouraged by the layout of the symposium. One example of this is Od. 18.26f., quoted
below in the text at the beginning of section 3; another is to be found in Xenophon, Symp. 6.8-9, where the
attempts of another guest to insult Socrates provoke Antisthenes to say to Philip the buffoon (1.11: <D1AlTTlros
6 yeAwToTTo,OS) "au lleVTOI Selves el, W <D1AITTTTe, elKa~eIV' ou SOKeloo, 6 civi}p
civl1P OUTOS AOlSopel0801
l3ovAollev,+> eOIKevol;" "Not
"No! Ilel Tev' ~i' ," Eq>Tl, "Kol CxAAOIS ye TToAAolS." On the pragmatics of some 2ndperson-through-3rd-person insults in Homer, see Pelliccia (1995) 169f., 179f., and 270f.
16. An especially clear insight into the competitive nature of sympotic conversation overall is given in
the "instructional" passage of the Wasps referred to earlier: in 1219-48 Bdelycleon, having brought his
imaginary dinner party to the moment of the presympotic libation, lists the guests in their due order, and then
says to his father To\JTOIS ;VVWV Tel OKOAI' OTTc.uS Se;el KOAWs. The emphasis laid here and elsewhere in
the passage on "taking up" the singing where the guest before has left off (Sexe0801, again at 1225 and 1243;
cf., e.g., 1236-39, Tl 5'. OTOV gec.upos TTpOS
TTPOS TTOSWV KOToKe1llevos c;iSUKAec.uvoS Aol36llevoS TT;S
Se;las . . . TOUT,+> Tl Ae;elS OKOAIOV;) gives the clue; each contribution is conceived as a display or
"performance" which the next speaker must try to top or at least equal. See further West (1974) 17f.
17. But when Fraenkel says that the person addressed first "can or must respond with an civTeIKa~elv"
(emphasis added), we should resist the implication, also lurking in Fraenkel's use of the term "Spiel"
(Gesellschajtsspiel), that the elKo:Celv is a real game played by set rules. It takes Socrates a moment's
(Gesellschaftsspiel),
reflection to realize that Meno is fishing for an civTelKa~elv in return; this hesitation is at odds with the
automatic quality of the proceeding implied by Fraenkel. For what it's worth, the ancient discussions of the
elKaCelv (above, n.ll) do not treat it as a game. For them it is a figure or trope: a subform of eipc.uveio in
[Herodian), of the eiKwv (a TpOTTOS Tiis q>pO:oec.us) in Tryphon I (as quoted in n.ll above). Conversely, the
entries in, e.g., Hesychius and the Suda for real games, such as the KOTT0l30S, are just what we would expect:
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key point here concerns the EiKeXsElV overall, not just in its second-person
uses: its native home is, as the Wasps passage indicates, the symposium, and
its usage conforms to the usage of that environment.
I will take this observation a step further: so pronounced is the sympotic
character of the EiKeXSElV that it will often be enlightening to consider the
possibility that a given instance occurring outside the symposium is intended
to evoke it. We can call this kind of secondary evocation of the symposium
"parasympotic," and will examine its nature and implications as the
discussion proceeds. IS
The two passages quoted above illustrate another characteristic of the
EiKeXSElV: its pronounced stylization in both form and content. This feature is
evidently one of the chief vehicles for displaying the speaker's wit, skill, and
ingenuity. The burlesque second-person type by definition has as its subject a
specific human being (the "second person"); the comparatum is most
typically drawn from animal or vegetative nature, or is another human
being. 19 In the Aristophanes passage, both pairs of comparisons (Lysistratus'
and Philocleon's) illustrate both possibilities. In Lysistratus' case the
comparisons are stylized by their dependence on metaphors coming from a
contrasted realm: Philocleon is like a newly rich young man, but the word for
"young man" is metaphorically derived from the natural world-young,
unfermented wine, TPV~;20 in the next line this clever inversion is itself
inverted: the old man is compared not to a human metaphorically designated
in natural-world terms, but to a natural-world item, an animal, metaphorically

the entry on, e.g., KOTTO(3i~ElV in the Suda explicitly calls it a lTOiYVlOV and lays out the rules, telling what
wins and what loses. Further examples of the language of true games, none of which is applied anywhere to
the EiK6:~ElV, are, in addition to TToiYVlOV and TToi~ElV in the Suda, loco cit., TTolSlCI in Hesychius S.V.
KOTT0(30S, and lTal~ElV S.V. TTEOOOS in both lexica; likewise, cf. the explicit references to victory in the gloss
VlKTnpiOs (30AOS for the entries TpiS e~ (Hesychius) and ii Tpis e~ f) TPE1S KV(3Ol (Suda, with detailed
rules); similarly, ElTOIVEW in the sense "accord victory to" in the Suda S.V. IJE6vOKOTT0(30l, again with
detailed rules. The lengthy discussion of sympotic games-ai EV oVIJTTOOlOlS TTOlSlol-in Pollux,
Onomasticon 9.94-129 does not include one called EiK6:~ElV or EiKaOIJOS or the like.
18. If the burlesque 2nd-person type forms one extreme end of the spectrum covered by the sympotic
comparison, i.e., the EiKa~Elv, the other end grades off towards the nonsympotic territory of "scientific"
analogies purporting to provide true explanatory information. But once the skoptic and humorous elements
have been removed, the border between sympotic or parasympotic uses and nonsympotic uses will be very
difficult to define-an obvious and freely admitted weakness in my analysis. Nothing remains but to try in any
given doubtful case to gauge "sympotic feel." I would say on that basis that the second passage from
Herodotus examined below falls quite clearly on the sympotic side of the divide, while the first may be
thought to cross over in the other direction. For an example of a "scientific" analogy, quite neatly apropos of
Il. 6. 146ff., see Lloyd (1966) 371: "When at GA 783b8ff. [Aristotle] compares the baldness of humans and
other animals with the shedding of leaves in plants, he first asserts that the cause of both conditions is the
deficiency of 'hot moisture', but then goes on to note that while plants lose their leaves, and some hibernating
animals their hair, according to the seasons of the year, men become bald according to the 'seasons of life'
(i.e. in old age, the 'winter' of life)."
19. See the "repertorio dei paragoni" in Monaco (1963) 91f.
20. In spite of Wilamowitz apud Fraenkel (1922) 172 n.l (= [1960] 161 n.4), I agree with MacDowell
in rejecting Kock's emendation to <I>PVYl, and preserving TpvYl, the reading of all mss. but one.
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designated in human terms: the word for donkey, KAllTTlP, is based on the
equation of the animal's insistent braying with that of a legal "summoner.,,21
Although both parts of Philocleon's aVTEIKaSElv are somewhat obscure,
the first (1311f.), with its triple embedding of animal, plant, and human
images, looks as if it beats Lysistratus at his own kind of stylization: 22 he is
like a locust (animal) who has cast off the fig-leaves (plant, metaphorically
for locust-wings) that constitute its cloak (Tp(~UJV: back to the human)?3
some instances of non-skoptic, non-second-person
uses of the EiKaSEIV, a question of tone needs to be settled. Fraenkel put
forward the opinion that the device was intrinsically lower class and vulgar.
This judgement was pronounced most clearly in a note on the Agamemnon.
I will first quote the passage of the play that occasioned the note, Ag. 162530, and then the relevant parts of the note itself.
The passage begins in a duly skoptic manner with the chorus's
apostrophizing of Aegisthus as a woman:
BEFORE WE CONSIDER

XO.
Al.

yVval,
yVVOl, au TOUS nKOvTas
nKOVTOs EK IlCxXTlS VEOV
OiKOVpOS EVVTlV (T') civSpos aiaxvvova' alla,
avSpl aTpaTlly4> TOVS' E~ovAEvaas 1l0POV;
Kal
KOl TaVTa
TaVTO TalTll KAavllCxTcuv aPXTlYEvi).
'OP<PE1SE yA&aaav TllV EvaVTlav EXElS.24
6 IlEV yap TlYE lTCxVTa lTOV <p6oyyf)s xapC;X,
a\i S' E;oplvas
E;OPlVOS VlllTlOlS vACxYllaalv
a;1)' KpOT1l6ElS
KpaT1l6ElS S' TiIlEP~TEPOS <pavTj.
(Ag. 1625-32)

Chorus: Thou woman, thou: to do this to those newly come from battle,
and, while as a stay-at-home thou wast defiling the man's bed, to plot
this death against the general in the field!

21. See especially the discussion in Taillardat (1962) 37f. Also, Monaco (1963) 31 f.
22. It is often hard to get what is supposed to be so funny about these comparisons ("EiKOVES seem to
us a rather frigid kind of humour": Dover [1968] on Ar., Clouds, 559). On the other hand, the other
symposiasts show their admiration for Philocleon's EiKa~Elv by clapping, not by laughing, so our assumption
that the chief emphasis is on humor may be misguided. What seems to be sought after is a virtuoso wielding
of, above all, animal and plant images-a feature that cannot help but remind us of the language of Aeschylus.
23. The suggestion of MacDowell (1971) in his note on 1313, that the point of Philocleon's
comparison lies in the real Lysistratus' "habit of going around inadequately dressed," Le., Tpl(3c.uv-less, would
be so flat ("he, who has no Tpl(3c.uV, is like a locust who has cast aside his Tpi(3c.uv") as to render the
symposiasts' approval incomprehensible.
24. Fraenkel took the occasion offered by this passage to draw attention to the not infrequent
inversions of the EiKa~Elv, wherein what is proposed is not resemblance, but its opposite, Le., the statement of
likeness becomes an "EvavTlov-statement," as Fraenkel puts it. Other examples he lists here are Ar., Birds 3035, Wealth 1204-07, and Xenophon, Anab. 5.8.24, the last of which is especially clear: i;v ovv oc.u<ppovfjTE,
TOUTOV TCxvavTla lTOl1;OETE ii TOUS Kvvas lT010UOI' TOUS ~ev yap Kvvas TOUS XaAElTOUS TaS ~ev
n~epas OloeaOl, TCxS OE vVKTas Cx<plC:iOl, TOUTOV oe, i;v oc.u<ppovfjTE, niv vVKTa ~Ev OrlOETE, nlv OE
n~epav aq>rlOETE.
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Aegisthus: These words too are the breeders of a race of rueful cries.
Thy tongue is the opposite of Orpheus' tongue; for he, by his voice, led
all things after him in delight, but thou stirrest up anger by foolish
barkings and shalt be led away. But once mastered thou wilt show
thyself more tame.
Trans. Fraenkel(1950)

Fraenkel's note is on lines 1629ff.:
The form employed here leads us unmistakably into the sphere of those
witticisms with which the lower orders of society and people of modest
intellectual pretensions are accustomed to amuse themselves. Of the
same kind as the form is the content, the vulgarity of dragging in
Orpheus and the forced (3(")~oAox[a of Tlye and a;1J. That Aegisthus
has the face to employ such devices at such a juncture characterizes the
man who, though in origin a Pelopid, is through and through made of
common stuff. The effect must have been very startling to the Athenians.
Even without taking into account the traditional dignity of tragic princes
(of course messengers, heralds, servants, and their like stand on a lower
level), we can be fairly certain that in consequence of the strict rules of
Attic evcrXTl~OCH)Vll no one who was the Athenian counterpart of what
is called in England "a gentleman" and in Basle "ein wirklicher Herr"
would, in similar circumstances, have behaved in such a way as this....
The accumulated effect is that of a certain vulgarity.

The social discriminations Fraenkel so indignantly draws here inevitably
seem a trifle quaint nowadays, but we must remember that ancient Greece
was an intensely class-conscious culture. Fraenkel's denigration of Aegisthus
bears some resemblance, in reverse, to his notoriously starry-eyed exaltation
of Agamemnon, who he claimed was in Aeschylus' rendering "a great
gentleman"-a perverse judgement he is said later to have renounced.25 But
while we must certainly accept that Aeschylus, both here and in the rest of
the scene, puts into Aegisthus' mouth language designed to expose him as
suffering a nearly pathological lack of sense, judgement, and taste, did the
poet really need to imply, in order to round out the picture, that this
"Pelopid" belonged to "the lower orders of society" to boot? Surely what is
shocking about Aegisthus' elKaSelv is not its class markings,26 but its
implication that the chorus' moral outrage over the crimes of adultery,
murder, regicide, and all the rest, is a suitable occasion for the kind of
stylized verbal sparring at home in the symposium. No doubt the apparent
frivolity of the gesture contributes to its success as an expression of
contempt, but though the move may well be "over the top," there doesn't

25. The phrase "a great gentleman" is to be found in his note on 915; cf. notes on 811 (with esp. p.372
n.4), 939f., 944f., 948, and p.441. For the renunciation, see Taplin (1977) 312 ("in private conversation
Fraenkel retracted his discussion. ")
26. Cf. Denniston and Page on 1577-78: Aegisthus "speaks in a style unlike that of any other character
in Aeschylus, high or low."
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seem to be any reason to take it as also showing that the speaker is "made of
common stuff."
The broader question raised by Fraenkel's comment is significant for my
characterization of the EiKO~E1V as a whole, since I have claimed that the
device's close association with the institution of toe symposium is an
essential and defining feature of its nature. Obviously, the symposium is
itself upper class. Indeed, it is a primary locus for upper-class self-definition.
That is the whole premise of the instructional scene from the Wasps: to
prepare Philocleon for upper-class life is to prepare him for the symposium??
The implication must be that, if the EiKOSE1V has any intrinsic class leanings
at all, they should, pace Fraenkel, tend more upwards than downwards.
That this view is correct, and Fraenkel' s wrong, can I think be quickly
established by citing what is, surprisingly enough, Fraenkel' s own second
example of the EiKOSE1V (in his original discussion), namely, Plato, Symp.
215a6-b3. 28 In using this passage, Fraenkel simply excerpted the likeness
proper, <PTH..ll yap
OIlOlOTaTov aVTOV Elval TOIS OlAf)VOIS TOVT01S EV
TOIS epl..loyAV<pEI01S Ka811I..lEV01S, without giving any contextual
information. This context we can supply. That the setting is "sympotic" does
not need belaboring. But the key point is that the speaker is, of course,
Alcibiades. Now, was there ever an Athenian more in-your-face-edly
aristocratic than Alcibiades was? And, in case there is any doubt, the
comparison Fraenkel quotes is not an isolated aberration on the drunken
princeling's part-he immediately goes on to add another one (to the satyr
Marsyas).
Consideration of this one passage alone should have caused Fraenkel to
hesitate to pronounce the EiKOsE1V "vulgar." How could he have gotten the
matter so wrong? I suspect that he was misled by focusing too exclusively on
the burlesque second-person instances. It is in the nature of the beast that
skoptic use should often decline into vulgar abuse, and many a comic
EiKOSE lV no doubt looks pretty "low." But, as Socrates' remarked to
Protagoras, though most symposiasts are not intelligent or well-educated
enough to extract an evening's entertainment from their own wit (and so
must rely on hired performers), not all sympotic conversation is therefore
condemned to being rowdy and stupid. The guests at Agathon's dinner party
adhere closely to acknowledged sympotic rules, and yet Plato's Symposium
puts on display brilliant and civilized conversation. Our understanding of

on

27. Thus it cannot be argued that Philocleon's use of an EiKci~ElV itself shows the device's intrinsic
vulgarity (i.e., since he is irredeemably vulgar): it is the upper-class Lysistratus who starts the round of
comparisons, not Philocleon.
28. Fraenkel (1922) 171 =(1960) 163.
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how the EIKCxSElv can find a place for itself in this more exalted kind of
discourse will be advanced by looking at some instances in the third person.
Fraenkel's own first example was from comedy (Alexis 46 peG):
6~OlOTaTOS avSpcuTIOS olve+> TnV q>VOlV
TpOTIOV TlV' EOTl. Kat yap olvov TOV VEOV
lTOAAn 'OT' CxVCxYKll Kat TOV avSp' CxlTOl;EOal
lTPWTlOTOV Cxq>v(3ploal T', CxlTaVSnOaVTa OE
OKAllp6v yEvEoSal, lTapaK~CxoaVTa S' WV AEYCU
AEyCU
TOVTCUV CxlTCxVTCUV, CxlTapVSEVTa TnV avcu
TaVTllV aVOlav ElTllTOACxl;ovoav, TOTE
lTOTlllOV yEvEoSal Kat KaTaOTi;val lTCxAlV,
riSvv S' alTaOl TOVlTlAOllTOV SlaTEAElv.

A man is in a way most like wine in nature. It's inescapable that both
wine and man at first ferment and offend, but then, after the bloom has
gone, tum bitter. Now, though, having peaked out and passed all this
that I mention, and been skimmed free of that stupidity that had risen to
the top, they both calm down and become palatable, and sweet to all for
the future they remain.

What is so useful about this passage is that it is in effect a recasting of Ar.,
Wasps 1309 (quoted above):29 there Lysistratus compared a specific human
("you"=Philocleon) to a "young wine" (TpV~), and the effect was insulting
and ribald; here, not a specific person, but humanity as a whole is compared
to the same thing, and the effect is not skoptic, but "philosophical," though
evidently witty and ingenious. The difference between the natural tendencies
of the second- and third-person formulations could not be more succinctly
exposed. 30

29. Wine-comparisons were common; in Alexis himself cf. frr. 280 PCG (taking the opposite line [on
this type see n.24 above]: a man is nothing like wine): ouoev < > eOIK' OVSPv.HTOS o'[v~ Tliv q>UOIV' / 6 ~ev
CITToynpOOKWV allOnS yivETal,
yivETol, / oTvov Oe TOV lTahalOTaTOV
lTOhOIOTOTOV OlTOVOO~O~EV'
OlTOVOO~O~EV' / 6 ~ev OOKVEI yap. 6 0'
ihapovs
ihOpOVS n~as
n~as lTOIEl, and 284 PCG: OTOlTOV yE TOV ~ev olvov EUooKI~El'v oq>oopa
oq>oopo / lTapa
lTOpa Tal's
TOl'S
ETotpolS
ETOtpalS TOV lTaAOIOV,
lTOAOIOV, ovopa
ovopo Oe / ~n TOV lTaAalOV,
lTOAOIOV, ahha TOV VEc.0TEpOV. Cf. Eubulus 122 PCG:
OTOlTOV yE TOV ~ev oTvov EVOOKI~E1V ael / lTopa
lTapa TaTs ETaipalS TOV lTaAalOV, ovopa Oe / ~n TOV
lTaAalov. ahha TOV VEc.0TEpOV. (For other apparent or claimed thefts, see the next note and below in section
4).

30. The basic tendency is for 3rd-person instances to be more generalized or abstract, though not
necessarily unhumorous. In addition to the passages from Alexis and Eubulus quoted in the preceding note,
good examples are Thgn. 457-61, ov TOI ou~q>opov EOTI yvvn vea avopi yepOVTI' / OU yap 1TT)Oahi~
1TT)OOhi~
lTEiSETal ~S oKaTos. / ouO' oyKvpal EXOVOlV' alToppn~aoa Oe OEO~a / lTOAhaKIS EK VVKTWV OAhOV
EXEI hl~Eva, also in Theophilus 6 PCG: ou OV~q>EPOV vea 'OTi lTPEO~UTlJ yvvir / WOlTEP yap oKaTos
oUOe ~IKPOV lTEiSETOI / Evi lTllOOht~, TO lTETo~' alToppn~aoo Oe / EK VVKTOS ETEpOV
ETEPOV Al~ev' EXOVO'
E~EVpeST'J. Cf. Anaxilas 32 PCG: oi KOhaKes Eiol TWV EXOVTWV ouotas / OKc.0hTIKES. EiS ovv oKaKov
lTVPOV alTOOEt~TJ KEVOV. /
av8pc.0lTov TpOlTOV / EioovS EKOOTOS EOStEI KaSn~EVOs, / EWS av WOlTEP lTVpOV
ElTEIS' 6 ~EV Ae~~' EOTtv, 6 0' ETEpOV
ETEPOV OOKVEI. (Some 3rd-person examples are without a doubt ribald, but
even here the sting is blunted by the generalized formulation, as illustrated in PMG 905: lTOPVll Kai
~oAavEvs TWUTOV EXOVO' E~lTEOeWS ESOS' / EV TauTQ 1TVeA~ TOV T' ayaSov TOV TE KaKov hOEL)
~aAavEvs
Many of the examples cited by Fraenkel and Monaco from Roman comedy are "philosophical" reflections
upon human life; behind most of them lie Greek originals. Philolaches' elaborately worked out comparison
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That the EiKasE1V should have non-skoptic uses accords well with its
close association with the symposium, an institution which, within a fairly
rigid formal framework, permits, indeed encourages, a wide variety of
behaviors and moods. It is instructive in this context to recall the diverse use
of the most characteristic sympotic verse-form, elegy.31 No doubt the activity
designated by the verb OKWTTTE1V played a great part in the symposium, and
a portion of the remains of elegiac and other sympotic verse is duly skoptic.
But symposiasts did things other than insult one another,32 and neither is all
elegy skoptic-far from it. Likewise, I suggest, for the EiKa~Elv: the skoptic
function is prominent, and perhaps most characteristic. But it is not the whole
story.
I earlier proposed the term "parasympotic" to cover instances of the
EiKaSE1V occurring outside the symposium, but arguably intended to evoke it.
Many eikastic comparisons come to us in fragments of comic poets without
above.J33 Comedy's
any indication of speech-context-for example, Alexis 46 above.J
tendency to invoke and incorporate into itself various other genres and modes
(tragic, dithyrambic, epithalamial, etc.) is conspicuous, and the suggestion
that it should often bring the symposium onto stage seems unlikely to arouse
controversy.34 But again it would be helpful if we had more context for these
fragmentary comic examples; unfortunately, the EiKa~Elv seems to invite
excision as a discrete and independent unit, a point to which we will return at
the end of this article. But as the situation stands, we do not know for many
of them if we should consider them sympotic, parasympotic, or something
else again.
A good candidate for being classed parasympotic is the EiKaSE1V of
Aegisthus in Aeschylus, Agamemnon 1629ff., considered above. Obviously
judgement about whether or not a given nonsympotic EiKa~Elv is "intended
to evoke the symposium" is always going to be more or less subjective, but
crediting Aegisthus with an untimely evocation of sympotic styles seems not
between a human youth and a new building in Plautus, Most. I. ii, is in fact the occasion for Fraenkel's whole
1922 discussion. Cf. Cato quoted in n.44 below.
31 The recognition that what unifies the incoherent jumble that constitutes extant elegy is its
occasion-the symposium-is quite recent; see Bowie (1986).
32. The problem of sympotic violence arising from insults is acknowledged from our earliest texts
forward, especally the Odyssey, of course (see Slater [1990]). The formulating of sympotic rules against
skoptic excess can be glimpsed at least as early as Anacreon 2 West and Xenophanes I West (both preserved
in the same passage of Athenaeus), and recurs regularly. A pithy statement of the need to avoid insults is given
in fragment 1087 (Nauck) of Euripides: EUcpTJI.lla yap TTapa oTTovSalol KeXAAlOTOV (on
KeXAAloTov-statements as a topos of the symposium, see below in the text on Herodotus 1.29-33).
33. Among other examples cited elsewhere in this article are Alexis 35 and 284 PCG, Anaxilas 32
PCG, Eubulus 122 PCG, and Theophilus 4 PCG.
34. Cf. Amott (1996) 160: the ''frequent use [of the eiKeX~ElV] in comedy is doubtless explained by their
popularity as a form of symposia! wit."
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only to accord perfectly with the rest of his comportment, but to add as an
interpretative bonus some information about "where he's coming from." Of
course, his eiKclSeiv is skoptic, that is, the most common kind, which makes
the argument easier. I will conclude our discussion of the eiKclSeiv with an
examination of two non-skoptic parasympotic instances from Herodotus,
which I hope will illustrate the value of maintaining the category
"parasympotic."
In Book 1.29-33, Solon appears at the court of Croesus. Croesus
entertains his distinguished visitor, with whose fame he is represented as
being acquainted, and displays to him his incomparable wealth. Later,
Croesus asks the Athenian to select, from all the number of mortals he has
seen in his lengthy travels, the one who is happiest. The question, which is
given a somewhat convoluted formulation in Herodotus' account (vvv wv
f(llepos ElTelpeCJaai 1l0i ElTfiAaE oe e'( Tiva non lTclVTWV eloes
oA(3ic.0TaTov), when recast into a more direct form (TlS 6 oA(3u:'0TaTos;),
bears a striking resemblance to one of the most popular and venerable
ST)TTU.laTa of Greek culture: Tl TO KclAAiOTOV [or iiOiOTOV or apiCJTov];35
The latter's popularity as a sympotic conversation-starter can be inferred
from the abundance of answers provided in the surviving remains of
convivial poetry.36 The opening priamel of Sappho 16 (oi llEV ilTlTrlwV
OTpOTOV, oi OE lTECJOWV, / oi OE VclWV <palo' ElTl yav llEAaivav /
ellllevai KclAAiCJTOV), with its exhilaratingly scandalous assertion of a totally
subjective relativism in the climax (eyw OE Kfiv' OT- / TW TiS epaTai),

35. See especially Vischer (1965) 40-42, "Exkurs uber die super/ativischen Fragen" (with extensive
bibliography)-an appendix to his discussion of the Solon and Croesus scene in Herodotus. Cf. Fraenkel
(1950) 407f. The Tl KaAAloToV question is so much a part of Greek life that Praxilla 1 PMG can imagine its
being carried over into death: Adonis, asked on arrival in the underworld what was fairest in the life he has
now left behind, answers KaAAloToV IlEV EYW
EyW Aehrc.v q>ao) neAlolo. / oevTepov aOTpa q>aelVa
oeAllvalll) Te lTpooc.vlTOV / nOE Kat wpalou) OlKVOU) Kat IlT;Aa Kat oyxva). The supposed stupidity of
this reply (speaking of cucumbers and the like in the same breath as the sun) became proverbial. Cal Watkins
points out, however, that the third line is a variant of the kind of paradise-descriptions of ever-bearing trees
exemplified by Od. 7.115f. (discussed in the text below in section 3) oyxval Kat pOlat Kat IlllAEal
ayAaoKaplTOl / OUKEal Te yAuKepat Kat EAai'at
EAaiat TllAe8oc.voal, and so forms an appropriate rather than
stupid answer. Furthermore, Praxilla may have substituted the derided cucumbers, olKuol, for figs, oUKEal, as
a kind of half-revealed sphragis: she is herself a native of Sicyon.
36. In addition to those cited in the text (including the Simonides 8.1 Wese=19.1 Wese: Ev
KaAAloToV) and the appended footnotes, see the skolion PMG 890 (a ranking like that of TO LillAlaKOv
ElTlypalllla, quoted in the text below): uYlalvelv IlEV aploTov avopt 8VllTc';). / oevTepov OE KaAov q>uav
lTAOUTeiv CxOOAc.v). / Kat TO TETapTOV n(3av lleTa TWV q>lAc.v V, and Pindar,
yevEo8al. / TO Tphov OE lTAOuTei'v
01. 1.1: aploTov IlEV uoc.vp. 6 OE Xpuoo) KTA. (explicitly sympotic notes begin to be sounded at 11, EOTlav,
and 15-17, 1l0UOlKaS EV CxWTCt>. oTa lTal~Ollev q>IAav / avope) Cxllq>t 8alla TpcllTe~av). At Od. 9.5-11
(ov yap eyw yE Tl q>lllll TEAO) XaplEoTepov elVal / nOT' EOq>POOVVll IlEV EXD KaTa OT;llov OlTaVTa /
.
...
. . TOVTO Tl 1l0l KaAAloToV Evt q>peotv eiOeTal elval) and Pindar, Nem. 4.1f. (aploTo) euq>poovva
eUq>poovva
lTovc.vv KeKplllEvc.vV / iaTpo») the symposium itself is singled out as superlatively best. Cf. Euripides quoted
in n.32 above. These comparative judgements are often formulated dramatically, as priamels. On the
superlative in them, see especially Bundy (1962) 11 n.33 and Race (1982) 15 n.48: "behind such priamels as
Sappho fro 16.1-4 and Pindar 0/. 1.1-7 are the questions TI KclAAlOTov; Tl aploTov;"
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provides good evidence that by the end of the seventh century a high
premium was already being placed on the ability to deliver excitingly
paradoxical new answers to what was already no doubt felt to be a hackneyed
conversational theme. The more piously proper answers were enshrined in an
elegiac couplet inscribed on the temple of Leto on Delos (the pentameter of
which noticeably resembles Sappho's more radical proposal in 16):
KclAAlOTOV TO OlKOlOTOTOV' Ai;)OTOV 0' VytOlVElV' / lTPOYIlO OE
TEpTTVOTOTOV, TOU TlS EP~, TO TVXElv.37 But even within the nonfrivolous moralizing tradition a thirst for paradox asserted itself (Theognis
425-28):38
TTaVTc.uv ~EV ~Tl <puval ETTlX8oviolOlV aploTov
~T1b' EOlbElV avyas 6~EOS JiEAiov,
<puvTa b' onc.us WKlOTa nuAas 'Aibao lTEpi;oal
Kal KElo8al noAATlv yiiv ETTa\-lllocq.lEVov.

Best of all for earth-dwelling men is not to be born,
and not see the beams of the piercing sun,
but once born, to cross through the gates of Hades as quickly as possible,
get buried under a great heap of earth, and lie dead.

It is in the light of this sympotic background that we must understand the
exchange between Croesus and Solon. Like the future Ptolemaic kings of
Hellenistic Egypt, Croesus and his wealth attract (in Herodotus' somewhat
implausible telling) a steady stream of itinerant Greek wit~ (1.29.1,
CxlTlKVEOVTOl ES LapolS CxKllat;ovoas lTAOVT~ aAAol TE 0\ lTaVTES EK
Tiis tEAAaOOS OOq>lOTOl KTA.). Solon's "outrageous" answers to Croesus'
question are well chosen to satisfy the craving for paradox, and the
"indignation" they provoke in the host (OlTEPXSEiS, 1.32.1) provides the
occasion for the Athenian's trotting out of a magnificently Gorgianic set
piece (1.32.1-9), packed with elaborate displays of pseudo-learning, and
recalling in its wordplay the end of Agathon's speech in Plato's Symposium. 39
The climax is as follows (32.8-9):
Ta lTcXVTa ~EV vvv TaUTa ovAAa(3Elv civ8pc.ulTOV eOVTa abuvaTOV
EOTl, 'bOTrEp X~Pll OVbEl-lia KaTapKEEl lTcXVTa ec.uvTij lTapEXOVoa,
aAAa ciAAO \leV eXEl, ETEpov be ElTlbEETal' ii be (Xv Ta TTAEloTa
EXTJ, aVTll ap[oTll· ws bE Kal av8p~1ToV o(;)~cx EV ovbev
aVTapKES EaT.. TO \-lEV yap eXEl, ciAAov be EVbEES EOTl' OS b' &v
aVTi::>v lTAElOTa excuv blaTEAElJ Kal enElTa TEAEVTnOTJ

37. Imitated in Soph. fro 356 Radt, KclAAIOTOV EOTI TOVVOIKOV TTEq>vKEval, KTA.
38 cr. Bacch. 5.160-62, 6vaToiol ~.l1i q>vval q>eploTov / J.lTJo· aEAlov TTPOOlOEIV q>eyyos, and
Soph., OC 1224-28, ~.ni <pOval TOV cxTTavTa Vl- / K(i AOyOV' TO 5', ETTEl cpavij, / (3f\val KEl6Ev 06EV lTEp

fl- /

KElt TTOAU SEVTEpOV, ~S TclXloTa.

39. See Pelliccia (1992) 83 n.45.
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evxaplOTWS TOV [3lov,
(3lov, OUTOS Trap' EJ.lOl TO OVVOJ.la TOVTO, W
(3aolAEv, 5lKalos EOTl cpepeo8al.
Nobody of course can have all these advantages, any more than a
country can produce everything it needs: whatever it has, it is bound to
lack something. The best country is the one that has most. It is the same
with people: no man is ever self-sufficient-there is sure to be
something missing. But whoever has the greatest number of good things,
and keeps them to the end, and dies a peaceful death, that man, my lord
Croesus, deserves in my opinion to carry off the title of "most happy".
Trans. de Selincourt (1954), modified

Croesus' question is given its final answer in an ElKci~ElV, which conforms to
type by positing an analogy between a (nonspecific) human being and the
natural world. 40 Herodotus does not tell us the specific local circumstances
under which the conversation between Croesus and Solon took place. 41 In the
Greek world, the natural occasion for setting a conversational hare like TIS 6
oA(3lWToTOS; would of course be the symposium,42 and we can note that
Croesus' purpose in turning the discussion in this direction is precisely the
same as that ascribed by Socrates to Meno's EiKci~ElV, viz., to evoke praise of
himself. Likewise, Solon's series of paradoxical answers brilliantly fulfils the
sympotic expectation of conversational one-upsmanship (especially of Greek
over foreigner).
Our second example from Herodotus might have comforted Fraenkel in
his belief that the ElKci~ElV possessed an intrinsically demotic character, in
that we are told that the speaker of it is of humble origins, albeit a king of
Egypt of humble origins. This is Amasis, whom the Egyptians at first
Oll~OTllV TO lTP1V EOVTa Kal OlKlllS OUK ETTl<pOVEOS,
despised aTE

on

40. I note now two features of Solon's comparison that are relevant to the subsequent discussion: first,
it looks as if it has been rather artificially introduced into its context, since the comparatum, XWPTl, has no
bearing at all on the point being made about the comparandus (o~ 0' av ... TEAEVTnOlJ EuxaploTc..v~ TOV
(3l0V); this inevitably gives the comparison a pre-made look. Second, the statement introducing the
oVAAa(3Elv civBpc..vlTOV EOVTa aovvaTOV EOTl, WOlTEP XWPTl
comparison, Tel lTaVTa ~EV VVV TaVTa OVAAa(3Elv
OUOE~la KTA., bears a strong thematic similarity to the long disquisition with which Odysseus follows up his
aVTElKa~Elv of Euryalus in Od. 8.166 (267f., OVTc..v~ ou lTaVTEOOl BEot xaplEvTa OlOOVOlV / clvopaolv
KTA.), discussed below in section 3.
41. Lydian influence on the establishment of Greek sympotic customs was suggested by von der Mtihll
(1975) 485. Cf. Pindar fro 125, locating Terpander and the barbitos EV OEllTVOlOl Avowv; cf. Telestes 810
PMG. See also Hanfmann (1974) esp. 298; and (1983) 72, for the evidence of dining c~uches in Sardis. It is
noteworthy that in the famous passage (1.94.1) in which he asserts that Lydians follow the same VO~Ol as the
Greeks (Xc..vpt~ ft OTl Tel BnAEa TEKva KaTalTOpVEvOVOl), Herodotus devotes most attention to the matter
of lTalyvlal (1.94.2-3). The invention of these latter he then connects (1.94.4-7) with the supposed Lydian
colonization of central Italy as the proto-Etruscans (on Etruscan entertainment practices the infamous locus
classicus is Theopompus FGrH 115 F 204=Athenaeus XII 517d-518b). The eastern coast of Italy, or rather,
Pithecusae just off of it, is the home of what has been persuasively identified as the earliest evidence for the
Greek adoption of the symposium: Nestor's cup. See Murray (1994) and cf. Rathje (1990).
42. Cf. Vischer (1965) 40: "Superlativische Fragen ... sind bei den Griechen von alters her Ublich ....
Sie gelten als willkommenes Mittel, den Scharfsinn des Gesprachspartners zu erproben und zugleich den
eigenen Witz und die eigene Pfiffigkeit unter Beweis zu stellen. Daher haben sie ihren festen Platz in
Streitgesprachen aller Art: beim Gelage, beim dichterischen Wettkampf, bei der Befragung weiser Manner."
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2.172.2; indeed, his early life of depravity at one time actually degenerated
into criminality (2.174). A folkloric trickster figure, he is a difficult character
to interpret in social terms, not least because he looks like an example of
Herodotus' tendency to depict foreigners as Hellenes (a Greek habit already
well established in Homer). Amasis' early debaucheries, which, in spite of
his alleged plebeian background, have about them a strong flavor of Prince
Hal or the Earl of Rochester (AEyETal Be 6 "A~aolS, Kal OTE ilv iBIWTf)S,
WS q>lAOTTOTr}S ilv Kal q>lAOOKW~~c.uV Kal ouBa~ws KaTEoTTovBao~Evos
avnp, 2.174.1), survived his accession to the throne, and thereupon
occasioned the conversation we are to look at.
Herodotus ascribes to Amasis as king a regimen of assiduously attending
to royal business until noon, followed by similarly assiduous drinking for the
rest of the day. The account is put into explicitly sympotic terms (2.173.1):
EXpOTO be KaTaoTaol TTpf)y~aTc.uv TOlfjbE· TO ~ev Op8PIOV ~EXPI
OTEO TTATJ8wPllS ayopi;s TTpo8v~c.uS ETTpf)OOE Ta TTPOOepEpOIJEVa
TTpny~aTa, TO be aTTo TOVTOV ETTIVE TE Kal KaTEOKUJTTTE TOUS
OVIJTTOTas Kal ilv lJaTalos TE Kal TTalYVln~UJV (He used to organize his
working day on a regular principle: from dawn till the time the markets fill
up, at mid-morning, he gave all his attention to such business as was brought
to him, after which he spent the day in frivolous amusements, drinking and
joking with his fellow symposiasts. Trans. de Selincourt [1954], modified).
Concerned friends intervene, urging more throne, less av8pwv (2.173.2):
ax8Eo8EVTES be TOUTOIOl 01 epiAOl aUTOV Evov8ETEOV aUTOV TOlabE
AEyovTES' "w (3aolAEv, OUK op8ws OEc.uVTOV TTpoEoTf)Kas ES TO ayav
epaVAov TTpoayc.uv OEc.uVTOV· oe yap Expfiv EV 8pov~ OE~V4> OEIJVOV
8c.uKEovTa bl' nIJEpf)S TTpnOOEIV Ta TTpny~aTa· Kal OVTUJ AiYUTTTlOi T'
&v nTTloTEaTo wS UTT' aVbpos IJEyaAov apxovTal Kal QIJEIVOV ou &v
TlKOVES· VVV be TTOIEElS OUbalJWS (3aolAIKa" (His well-wishers were
pained by this behavior, and advised him to mend his ways; "My lord, " they
said, "this excessive levity is not the thing to maintain your royal dignity.
You ought to sit all day in state upon a stately throne, attending to your
kingly affairs; for then the Egyptians would feel that a great man ruled them,
and you would have a better name amongst them. Your present conduct, on
the contrary, is not at all suitable to a king. " Trans. de Selincourt [1954]).
The king replies with an EiKa~Elv (2.173.3-4):
6 S' CxJ.,lel(3eTo TOloSe aUTovs' "Ta T6~a oi eKTrl~Evol, eTTeaV ~EV
SEc.uvTal xpoo8al, eVTavvovol, eTTeaV Se XPlloc.uvTal, EKAVOVOl. ei
yap Sf} TOV TTavTa Xp6vov EVTeTaJ.,lEVa eil1, EKpayelTJ av, &oTe ES
TO OEOV OUK clV EXOlev aVTolol xpao8al. OUTc.u Si} Kat CxV6P~TTOV
KaTooTaolS' ei e8EAol KaTeOlTOvoao6al aiel J.,ll1oe ES TTalYVlllv TO
J.,lEpOS Ec.uVTOV CxVlEval, Aa60l clV TlTOl J.,lavels 0 ye CxTTOTTAT1KTOS

n
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YEv6~EVOS. Tel EY~ ETTlaTa~EVOS ~EPOS EKaTEp~ VE~c.u." TaVTa
IlEV TOVS q>LAOVS a~EL\VaTO.

"Archers," Arnasis replied, "string their bows when they wish to shoot,
and unstring them after use. A bow kept always strung would break, and
so be useless when it was needed. It is the same with a man; anyone who
was always serious, and never allowed himself a fair share of relaxation
and amusement, would suddenly go off his head, or get a stroke. It is
because I know this that I divide my time between duty and pleasure."

There is nothing skoptic about this answer. It is, on the contrary, dignified
and wise,43 though clever enough to be interesting and memorable44-and it
triumphs, which is not all that surprising, since it exemplifies the kind of
ethical insight Herodotus loves. As to the identification of the passage as
parasympotic, it seems to me a small but valuable interpretative gain if we
allow that by using an ElKclSE1V Amasis has couched his defense of sympotic
behavior in recognizably sympotic terms.

3. The

EiKa~Elv

in Homer

In Ode 18.26f. the beggar Irus responds to the challenge issued by his
apparent competitor, the disguised Odysseus, as follows: "e':) 1T61T01, WS
lloAo(3poS ElT1TPOXclOT]V ayopEvEl, / YPT]1 Kalllvol Taos' KTA. . . ."
Shame on how the old hulk rolls along in his speech, like / an old woman
at the oven." Trans. Lattimore [1967]). Monaco quoted the passage as the
earliest instance of the skoptic type of ElKclsE1V he was studying. 45 The
situation in which the comparison is made-the feasting place of a group of
young aristocrats-might fairly be called quasi-sympotic.
Both Monaco and Fraenkel cited Ode 6.149-52 as well, Odysseus' first
speech to Nausicaa: 46
(

H

43. Compare Amasis' coarsely abusive response to Apries' messenger at 2.162 (bTapas cnTE~aTaloE
Kal TOVTO ~lV EKEAEVE 'ATTPllJ CxTTayElv). Incidentally, it must not be assumed that this latter act is "vulgar"
in Fraenkel's class sense. As a rule, our ability to gauge class distinctions for ancient Greece is not great, and,
e.g., the behavior of the aristocrat Hippocleides in 6.127-29 should make us hesitate to generalize.
44. Cato apud Aulus Gellius 11.2.6, cited by Fraenkel (1922) 170 n.l (=[1960] 161 n.2) is reminiscent
of it: vita humana prope uti ferrum est. Si exerceas, conteritur; si non exerceas, tamen robigo interficit. Item
homines exercendo videmus conteri; si nihil exerceas, inertia atque torpedo plus detrimenti facit quam
exercitio.
45. Monaco (1963) 21f. (Cf. [Herodian] as quoted in note 11 above.) Note that lrus' comparison is an
example of the 3rd person used pragmatically as a 2nd person (i.e., spoken in the hearing of the 3rd-person
subject).
46. Monaco (1963) 12, discusses it as a kind of forerunner; Fraenkel (1960) 422 quoted 151f. as an
example of the superlative in "the EiKa~Elv formula." Another good Homeric candidate for an EiKa~Elv,
likening humans to animals in a decidedly skoptic fashion, is II. 4.243-46.
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"yoVVOVlJal OE, avaooa' 8eos vv TlS 11 ~POTOS eool;
el IJEV TlS 8eos eool, TOl ovpavov
ovpav6v evpvv EXOVOlV,
'APTE~llOi oe ey~ ye, ~l6S KOVPTJ lJeyaAOlO,
do6s TE IJEye80s Te <pvrlv T' aYXloTa e1oKc.v·
el OE TlS eool ~pOT(;)V, 01 elTl X80Vl ValeTaOVOl, KTA."
"I am at your knees, 0 queen. But are you mortal or goddess?
If indeed you are one of the gods who hold wide heaven,
then I must find in you the nearest likeness to Artemis
the daughter of great Zeus, for beauty, figure, and stature.
But if you are among those mortals who dwell on the earth ..."
Trans. Lattimore (1967), modified

This is a curious sort of ElKclSEIV, however, since what the speaker is
claiming (whether we believe him or not is irrelevant) is not so much that he
has spotted a resemblance between his addressee and Artemis, but that he is
fully convinced she really might be Artemis. As commentators have pointed
out, in such contexts the meaning of expressions with the dative like E'loKw
OE and EOIKOS tends away from "you look to me like X" towards "I suspect
you are X." Nonetheless, Fraenkel and Monaco were undoubtedly right to
identify Odysseus' comparison (which comes, as Fraenkel had noted was
typical, at speech-beginning) as a form of ElKclSEIV, not least in view of the
second comparison Odysseus draws in this speech (160-64):
"ou yap lTc.v TOlOVTOV ioov ~poT6v 6<p8aAIJ01olV,
OUT' avop' OUTe yvvalKa' OE~as IJ' Exel eloopoc.vVTa.
eloopOc.vVTa.
~nA~ on lTOTe TOlOV 'AlTOAAc.vVOS lTapa ~c.vIJ4>
<pOiVlKOS VEOV epvos avepxolJevov evonoa'
evofJoa' KTA."
"... I have never seen with these eyes anything like you,
neither man nor woman. Wonder takes me as I look on you.
Yet in Delos once I saw such a thing, by Apollo's altar.
I saw the stalk of a young palm shooting up...."
Trans. Lattimore (1967)

The comparison of a young person to the sprout or shoot of a plant is
established very early on in the traceable history of the ElKclSEIV, as shown by
Aleman (?)47 110 PMGIPMGF (=155 Calame), OTKOS IlEV wpal~ Alv~,
and Sappho 115, Tl~ a', W q>IAE yclll(3PE, KclAc.uS EIKclOOW; IOpTTOKl
(3paolv~ OE llaAIOT' EIKaoow.
In view of their acceptance into the canon of the problematic (and
entirely non-skoptic) ElKaSEIV of Ode 6.149-52, it is surprising that Fraenkel
and Monaco make no mention of Ode 8.158-66. 48 The relevant part comes
47. The form OTKQS is Ionic, which made Page suggest attributing the fragment to Anacreon rather than
Aleman; to preserve the attribution to Aleman some editors, e.g., Calame, have read elKas.
48. Lloyd (1966) 189, however, linked both this passage and Od. 6.151f. with the eiKa~elv as described
by Fraenkel. Both passages, he suggested, illustrate "the role of comparisons to grasp the unknown ... when a
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after Odysseus declines Laodamas' invitation to participate in the games;
Euryalus speaks first (158-166):
TOV 0' aUT' EvpvaAos alTa~Ell3ETO vElKEoe T' aVTllv'
"ou yap 0' ovoe. ~ElvE. oai)~ovl cpc.vTl EtoKc.v
a6Ac.vv. ola TE lTOAAa ~ET' aV8pWlTOlOl lTeAOvTal.
aAAa T~. os 8' a~a vrlt lTOAVKArj'fol 8a~(~c.vv.
apxos vavTac.vv. 0'( TE lTprlKTTlPES Eaol.
CPOpTOV
CPOPTOV TE ~vn~c.vv Kal ElTlOKOlTOS iJOlV ooalc.vv
KEpoec.uv 8' aplTaAec.vv· ouo' a8AllTTlPl EOlKas."
TOV o· ap' vlToopa i00JV lTpOoecpll lToAV~lllTlS 'OOVOOEVS'
"~Elv', ov KaAov EEllTES' aTao8aAc+> avop\ EOlKas KTA.

Euryalus answered him to his face and spoke to him roughly:
"No, stranger, for I do not see that you are like one versed
in contests, such as now are practiced much among people,
but rather to one who plies his ways in his many-locked vessel,
master over mariners who also are men of business,
a man who, careful of his cargo and grasping for profits,
goes carefully on his way. You do not resemble an athlete."
Then looking at him darkly resourceful Odysseus answered:
"Friend, that was not well spoken; you seem like one who is
reckless...."
Trans. Lattimore (1967)

This is a textbook skoptic exchange, featuring both ElK eX SE1V and
aVTE1KeXSE1V. As in the opening of Odysseus' speech to Nausicaa, the
language of the ElKeXSE1V (e·loKcu, EOlKas) is used not to draw a real
comparison (to, e.g., an animal or plant), but to make a surmise, in the
present case highly disadvantageous to the addressee. 49
W.J. Slater has persuasively argued that all of Ode 8 is best understood
as an exploration of "sympotic ethics."so We may add that Euryalus' illadvised sneer states the book's theme: is Odysseus one of "us," or one of
"them"-is he upper, or is he lower-an athlete/warrior/symposiast, or an
upstart "in commerce"? It would accord well with Slater's thesis if the
EIKeXsElv-Ianguage with which Euryalus denies Odysseus upper-class status
were recognized by the audience as itself being upper class, i.e., by virtue of
being sympotic. (This point carries over to Odysseus' response.) That the
exchange does not in fact take place in the dining room, or inside a house at
character ... is confronted with something strange or new, and often his reaction, in such a situation, is to
liken the new person or object to something." Since I believe that Odysseus is practicing insincerity in
professing that he thinks Nausicaa might be Artemis, and that Euryalus is not trying to "grasp" Odysseus, but
is insulting him, I cannot accept Lloyd's analysis as valid.
49. Another Odyssean example of the use of EiKa~Elv-languageto insult someone, in a quasi-sympotic
setting (i.e., amidst the suitors) is at 21.172f., where Antinous chides Leodes, after the latter has failed with the
bow: ou yap TOI OE ye TOlOV eyEivaTo lToTvla ''IT'rrT)p / olov TE pu-n;pa ~loii T' E~Eval Kai OIOTWV.
The use of correlative oTos/ToloS is reminiscent of fl. 6.146, as pointed out in n.60 below.
50. Slater (1990).
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all, makes no difference; on the contrary, that fact brings to light an essential
point about the whole phenomenon of parasympoticism: for Greek aristocrats
what conversation and the other convivial arts are to the symposium,
athletics and war are for the world outside. Either of the two spheres can at
any time be spoken of in terms borrowed from the other-for, as Heraclitus
might say, they are one and the same.
THAT GLAUCUS' COMPARISON in II. 6.146-49 is an eiKoselv should by now
be evident. Apart from its formal resemblance to many of the examples
discussed so far, it also conforms to the established pattern of comparing a
given human, or humankind in general, to an item drawn from the natural
world; it 'also fulfills Fraenkel's typological requirement (really only a
tendency) that an elKoSelv should come at the beginning of a speech.
Of greater interest still is the comparison's elaborate stylization and
wordplay, both noted earlier as desirable features. Let us examine the lines
more closely:
"TvOElOll IlEya8vIlE, Tlll yEvEnv EPEElVElS:
Olll nep <pUAAc.uV yEvEn, TOlll OE Ka\ Cxvopi::>v.
<pUAAa TO IlEV T' aVEIJOS xallaOlS XEEl, clAAa oE S' vAll
TllAE86c.uoa <pUEl, eapos 0' E1Tly[yveTal WPll'
WS Cxvopi::>v yeven li IlEV <pUEl li 0' CxlTOAnYEl ..."
(Ii. 6.145-49)

"High-hearted son of Tydeus, why ask of my generation?
As is the generation of leaves, so is that of humanity.
The wind scatters the leaves on the ground, but the live timber
burgeons with leaves again in the season of spring returning.
So one generation of men grows while another dies ..."
Trans. Lattimore (1951)

Hermann Frankel noted that yeven has different meanings in the comparison
(where it must mean something like "the generating of ... ," at least in 14648) and in the frame (where it means "lineage" in 145, but something like
"generation" as in "the older generation" in 149), and argued on that basis
that the comparison was, in effect, an interpolation. 51 I would suggest that the
changes in meaning provide, as virtuoso display, much of the point: Glaucus
is taking Diomedes' use of the word yeven as the occasion for an exercise in
variation and ornamentation. That the transitions are artificial is to be readily
admitted, on the understanding that "artificial" means "artful" with a hint of
"mannered." (The detachable quality detected by Frankel is also to be
admitted, as will be made clear below.) Line 147 to 148a obliquely brings a
hint of paradox to the exercise, in that thematically and configurationally the
51.

Fr~el

(1921) 40.

cr. Andersen (1978) 108 n.8.
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words recall descriptions of golden ages or realms from which death and
decay have been banished. The description of the orchards outside of
Alcinoos' palace (Od. 7.114-21) is the closest parallel:
Ev8a 8E 8ev8pea ~aKpCx lTe<pvKaol TllAe8aovTa.
0YXVOl Kai pOlai Kal ~llAeal ayAaoKaplTOl
OVKeal Te yAvKepai Kai EAal'al
EAa'i'al TllAe8ocuoal.
TllAe8oc.uoal.
Tac.uv OU lTOTe KaplTOS alTOAAVTal ou8' CJlI'OAEhrEl
Tacuv
xel~aTOS ou8E 8epevs, ElTeTf)olOS' aAACx ~aA' aiel
l;e<pvplT) lTVelOVOa TCx ~~v cpVEl, 6AAa 5~ lI'EOOEl.
oyxvT) ElT' oyxvlJ YllpaoKel. ~fiAOV 8' ElTl ~TlA~,
aUTap ElTl oTa<pvAij oTa<pvATl. OVKOV 8' ETTl OVK~ .
. . . there is the place where his fruit trees are grown tall and flourishing,
pear trees and pomegranate trees and apple trees with their shining
fruit, and the sweet fig trees and the flourishing olive.
Never is the fruit spoiled on these, never does it give out,
neither in winter time nor summer, but always the West Wind
blowing on the fruits brings some to ripeness while he starts others.
Pear matures on pear in that place, apple upon apple,
grape cluster on grape cluster, fig upon fig.
Trans. Lattimore (1967)

But the account of the isles of the blessed in Pindar, 01. 2.72f., shows the
same theme (flowers instead of trees) in a similar configuration:
av8E~a

8E xpvoov <pAeyel.

TCx ~~v xepoo8ev alT' ayAawv 8ev8pecuv.
8ev8pec.uv.
ii5CAlP 5' 6AAa cpepl3El
flowers of gold are ablaze,

some from radiant trees on land, while the water
nurtures others ...
Trans. Race (1997)

Since it is otherwise post-Homeric, the intransitive use of <puc..u in line 148 of
Glaucus' speech has also been thought to incriminate the passage; the
presence of the normal transitive usage in the immediately previous verse is
seen as exacerbating the anomaly.52 This point is fairly taken, especially in
view of the somewhat mechanical repetition exhibited in the correlated
clauses of many examples of the eiKaSelv.53 But the Pindar passage tells us a
different story, and suggests that we have to do here with a tension between

52. See, e.g., the commentaries of Leaf and Kirk, ad loco Schwyzer (Gr. Gr. II, 219) accepts the
intransitive use. and cites other Homeric instances of transitive verbs used intransitively.
53. See, e.g., Xen. Anab. 5.8.24 (quoted fully in n.24 above), OlOeaol ... a<plool ... OnOETE ...
a<pTloETE. In Theocr. 1.82-91 (quoted below n.61), TaKEa, 6<p8aAl-lC.0s (91) reproduces the sense of the
corresponding TaKETa, 6<p8aAI-lWS (88), just as does the repetition of exerceas et ai. in the Cato passage
quoted in n.44 above.
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the Ei Ka l;E lV'S natural leaning toward repetition, and the inverted mirror
symmetry of a different kind of topos that has been brought in by Glaucus.
The Pindar passage illustrates the pattern: to match the chiastic order
·whereby, in the Ilev~lause, the flowers (TO: llEV) come first, and their source
(aTT' ayAa&V oEvopecuv) second, while in the be-clause, the source
(Vbcup) comes first, and the flowers second (0' aAAa), there is a
corresponding symmetrical inversion of the verbal voice, from the
intransitive Ilev~lause's <pAeyEl,
<pAeYEl, carried over from the preceding line, to the
transitive <pep~El of the be~lause,54 so that whereas TO: llEV is subject in its
clause, its counterpart b' aAAa is object in its. Lines 147-48b of Glaucus'
speech, of course, constitute a further example of this phenomenon. 55 What
needs to be pointed out is that it is in the nature of the antithetical dynamics
of such passages to bring about linguistic innovation. Thus in Hesiod's little
"hymn to Zeus" (Op. 3-6)
QV TE BUl [3pOTol avBpES OllwS a<paTol TE <paTol TE.
PllTOl T' apPllTol TE ~lOS ~EYclAolo EKllTl.
pEa llEV yap [3PlclEl. pEa oE (3plclovTa xaAElTTEl,
pEla 0' apl~llAoV lllvv8El Kal aOllAov aE~El,
Through him mortal men are famed or unfamed, sung or unsung alike,
as great Zeus will. (5) For easily he makes strong, and easily he brings
the strong man low; easily he humbles the proud and raises the obscure.
Trans. Evelyn-White (Loeb)

in one and the same line (5) the active of ~placu is first transitive, and then
intransitive; the first is the norm, the second an innovation, generated by the
accumulated momentum of the preceding antithetical lines. 56 So also in
Glaucus' EIKaSElv, the antithetical logic of the whole, and the Ii llev IIi bestructure of line 149 in particular,57 make possible the innovative intransitive
54. The two verbs at the successive line-ends, <pep~El and <pAeyEl,
<pAeYEl, have been chosen for their phonetic
similarity, which adds further to the symmetry of the passage.
aYEl, / TO ~EV lTiTVOV, CIAAO 5'
55. Cf. Aesch. Septem 758-60, KaKWV 5 (.)OlTEP 6ciAaooa KV~' ayEl,
O:ElpEl / TpixaAov. It should be pointed out that in Aegisthus' EiKci~ElV in Aesch. Ag. 1628-30 (quoted and
discussed earlier in the text) what Fraenkel condemned as "the forced ~u:>~oAox{a of llYE and CI~TJ" is simply
another instance of this same kind of shift in verbal voice. On the whole phenomenon, and on its manifestation
in Hesiod Op. 5 in particular, see Watkins (1995) 99f.
56. LSJ's way of handling this innovation is amusing: founding their entry on four instances, they first
give the transitive use, and cite Hes. Th. 447. Then, under "II. intr.", they cite appian, Halieutica 5.96. Finally
comes "in both senses," with quotation of Op. 5-as if listing appian before Op. 5 somehow disinfected the
latter of irregularity.
57. This line exhibits another kind of artistry, again of a recognizable type: it is an "epimerism,"
whereby a stated category is named, and thEn broken down into its constituent parts (usually with ~ev ... oe);
examples are Hes., Op.11-13 OUK cipa ~ovvov eTlv 'Epiowv yevoS, O:AA' ElTl yaTav Eiol ovw' TItv ~ev
0' ... ; Pindar, Nem. 8.2f. lTaiou:>v ... TOV ~EV ... ETEpOV
ETEPOV 0' ... ; Mimnermus 2.5-7 Ki;pES ... i)
IJEV ...
o· ETepTl. The grammarian Alexion in the bT scholium ad loco complained lTWS EV1KOV QV TO
yEVEn ElTl~Epi~Eo6al ovvaTal; to which comes the reply: KaKws' OvvaTal yap Kal E~ EV1KOV
ElTl~EP10~6S yEveo8al (it should be said in Alexion's defense that he may have meant "how can yEven in the

... n
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use of epucu, the novelty of which must be accepted as a further manifestation
of the speaker's artistic panache.
So it would seem that Glaucus opens his speech with an elKaSeiv. We
are left with the question why. Presumably Glaucus is doing something
similar to what Euryalus does with his more overtly skoptic (second-person)
elKaseiv in Ode 8: he is identifying himself as a member of symposiastic
society, and indeed as an adept of the art of conversational "warfare." But
what motivates his decision to present himself thus he re? Clearly, it is
something in the preceding speech of Diomedes. A clue may lie in the way
Diomedes presents his own question: Are you a mortal or a god? Odysseus,
in the passage already quoted (Od. 6.149-52), had charmingly put the same
question to Nausicaa, with something like an elKaseiv: Seas vu TiS 11
[3poTas eocH; lei IlEV TiS Seas eOOi ... I 'APTEllioi oe eyw ye ... I eloas
Te IlEyeSas Te epvf]v T' aYXiOTa eoioKcu. The sequence of Seas vu TiS 11
[3poTas eoot; followed by ... eoioKcu, recalls the ludic interrogative type of
elKaseiv exemplified in Sappho 115.1 Voigt: Ti~ oe ... eiKaoocu; (cf. Ar.,
Birds 804, oT08' ~ llaAiOT' EOiKaS eTTTepcuIlEvoS;). It doesn't seem
impossible that Glaucus is imagined as having caught a whiff of this in
Diomedes' speech, the similarity of which to Odysseus' is plain: Tis oE
ou eooi, epEpioTe (123) ... el OE TiS a8avaTcuv ye KaT' oupavov
elAf]AovSas (128) .. ° el OE TiS eooi [3poTWV, ofi apovpllS KapTTov
EOOVOiV, KTA. (142).
At any rate, the mere fact of having been asked to identify himself poses
a subtle challenge for the addressee. Diomedes' question carries demeaning
insinuations: (1) you are too insignificant to have come to my notice, or
perhaps (2), you are a malingerer and thus have been invisible hitherto
(124 f., ou IlEV yap TTOT OTTCUTTa lJaXTJ EVi KVOiaVeipTJ I TO TTpiv).58 A
blustering reply will be self-condemnatory, confirming the suspicion already
floated that we have to deal with a talker rather than a fighter. With his
elegantly composed elKaSeiv, however, Glaucus succeeds in hitting the
perfect note of detached urbanity, "both witty and clever," as Kirk observed.
By removing the discussion into the realm of the symposium, Glaucus' use
of the device suggests that he doesn't take Diomedes' aggression too
seriously. It proves him a member of the sympotically cultivated class, and a
meanings it has had in the comparison hitherto [ioeo, "lineage," and then "generating principle"] be
subdivided?"). A parallel for the epimerism of a singular collective noun is furnished by Od. 8.117-19 quoted
above in the text, where Kap1Tos
KOP1TOS in 117 reappears in 119 as Ta ~EV ... QAAa
QAAO Se. Alexion seems to have
supported the alternative reading yeven rl~Ev cpvel tiS' Cx1ToAnyel, a device to which Crates also had recourse
in "solving" the "problem" of the two separate tribes of Aethiopians at Od. 1.23f. See Bekker (1863) 58,
discussing both passages.
58. The first suggestion of the exegetic scholium to the line in effect endorses (2): oeUTepav
oeUTepov yap
EXWV Ta~lV Lcip1TT\S6voS 0\1 1Tpoe~cixel.
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skilled practitioner of the verbal jousting in which the Homeric hero
reveled. 59 Aegisthus, too, we may recall, countered an enemy's questioning
with an ELKaSElV, though his use of the second-person form was overtly
skoptic, and, as Fraenkel sensed, infinitely less dignified than Glaucus'.
Similarly aggressive was Euryalus' use of the ELKa~E[v-form with Odysseus
in Ode 8. Glaucus is a much more polished performer, but producing an
ELKaSElV remains, even in his hands, a competitive act.

4. Rhetorical detachment
I think there is some strong if unrecognized evidence that Glaucus'
comparison was indeed understood in antiquity to be an EiKaSElV. Earlier we
looked at a passage from the comic poet Alexis (fr. 46 PCG); another
fragment from the same author compares life to dice (35 PCG):
TOlOVTO TO l;i;v EOTlV· C"JOTTEp oi KV(30l
OU TaUT' aEl TT1TTTOVOlV, OUOE T~ (3lc+>
TaUTOV Olal-lEVEl 0Xl1l-la. I-lETa(30XaS
I-lETa(30AaS 0' EXEl.
That's the nature of life: as dice don't give the same roll every time,
neither does the shape of a man's life stay the same to the end, but it
goes through changes.

Arnott ad loCo points out that, though dice-analogies are quite common, the
"direct comparison between life and the hazards of dice-play" does not occur
in extant authors earlier than Alexis and an anonymous Hellenistic hexameter
poet (CA Epica Adespota 4.9-15):
aAAOTE yap aAAolS oA(3ov AOXOS avSpwTTolOlV'
OelT') TOl TTEOOOlO OlKT'). TOlT') OE Ka\ OA(3oV'
TTEOOOS aI-lEl(30IJEVOS TTOTE I-lEV Tols. aXAOTE
aAAOTE TOlOlV
EiS ayaSov TT1TTTEl Ka\ a<pvEov al\f'a T18T')Ol
TTpOOSEV avoA(3ElovT'. EVf)<pEvEovTa 0' avoX(3ov·
avoA(3ov·
59. In Pelliccia (1995) 150-78 I have argued that many of the taunting speeches found in both epics
exhibit a remarkable, almost Hellenistic, stylization (see especially 169 n.l06). Glaucus' comparison belongs
with them.-Fraenkel, in the same note quoted earlier condemning Aegisthus' EiKa~Eiv ([1950] n. on 1629ff.),
invoked Soph., Aj. 1142ff. in support of his view that by putting an EiKa~Eiv into Aegisthus' mouth Aeschylus
meant to show him up as a lout: "Sophocles uses an exactly corresponding means to characterize his Menelaus
in the dispute scene of the Ajax. There Menelaus, when driven into a corner, insults his opponent under the
transparent cover of an alvoS or CI1TOAoyoS, and in so doing he keeps in every detail the primitive form of a
coarse popular custom, whereupon Teucer pays him back in the same coin." But consistency in that case
should require that Teucer be tarred with the same brush. And surely if diminishment of Menelaus was
Sophocles' aim, he would have had Teucer rise above the provocation. Fraenkel, if anyone, knew perfectly
well that not all alvoi are "coarse." The exchange of alvoi between Menelaus and Teucer is valuable
precisely because it shows how two Greek antagonists can in moments of excitement switch into these to us
oddly formal, stylized mini-genres of abuse. The sequence is very similar to that of Ode 17.238-54, discussed
in these terms at Pelliccia (1995) 270f.
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TOlOS OlVTlT'iiol lTEPlOTpEcpETal lTTEpuyEOOlV
oA(3oS ElT' av8pwlTovS. eXAAov 0' E~ eXAAov 6cpEAAEl.
OcpEAAEl.
The lot of wealth falls to different people at different times. As is the
way of the die, so also that of riches: the die changes and falls out well,
now for some, but then for others, and suddenly makes rich a man till
now wealthless, and a man well-off now poor. Just so does wealth on
whirling wings wheel through mankind, and make one man rich in place
of another.

I find it hard to believe that line 10 here was not deliberately patterned after
Ii. 6.146, a line famous in antiquity, and yet one whose configuration (verseinitial oToS with correlative TOlOS after the line's main break at the fourth

foot caesura) is all but unique. 60 The thematic similarities between the two
passages are obvious. Fraenkel, had he considered the passage in this
context, would not have hesitated to class it as an eiKol;elv (especially since
the speaker, an impoverished old woman, conforms to his erroneous view of
the device's social affiliations). 61
We had already known, orthought we had known, that Ii. 6.146 had
proved a useful resource for later poets, from the opening of Simonides 8
Wese (=19 Wese):
60. Neither Powell, CA ad loc., nor Arnott, 1996, lac. cit., notes the resemblance; but Hollis (1990)
29f., in a detailed discussion of the fragment (arguing against Callimachean authorship), remarks (30 n.15)
that the "style of the anonymous piece is ... in places strongly reminiscent of Homer": "compare 1. 10 with
the structure of fl. 6. 146." In Pandora searches for forms of oTos in poets labelled "Epic" and "Eleg." on the
TLG E disk, and in the Homeric Hymns, the Orphica, and other hexametric corpora that came to mind, I have
found no example of such a line-configuration besides Il. 6.146, Simonides' quotation of Il. 6.146 in 8.2 Wese
(=19.2 Wese), and CA lac. cit. (But I have become very skeptical about the reliability of Pandora searches.)
Cf. also Empedocles 17.3 D-K, a passage that is closely dependent for both theme and style upon Il. 6.146-49
(the debt is noted by Sider [2001] 287). The formulation of a given comparison as an assertion, at its
beginning, is one of the features that we remarked in section 1 as distinguishing fl. 6.146-49 from the nonnal
Homeric narrative simile. and in section 2 as being characteristic of the eiKa~Elv. We can note now that
oTos/ToloS are used only rarely with "real" similes (fl. 5.554-59, 864-66, 7.63-65,208-11, 13.298-304, 17.5359-otherwise only singly, in correlation with, e.g., WS), and then the pair are not configured as a "head" for
the comparison but, in the normal manner of similes, as the coordinators of its two members-as, e.g., at fl. 5.
864-67: 0'111 0 EK veq>ewv Epe~evVn q>alvETal anp / Kav~aTos e~, aVE~olo ovoaeos 6pvv~evolo, /
TOIOS Tvoelolj ~lO~noel xaAKeos v APllS / q>alvE8' KTA.... (and that is all there is to it, i.e., there is no
subsequent working out of the points of the comparison as in Il. 6.147-49). On another instance of oTos/ToloS
in an eiKa~elv-like passage, see n.49 above on Od. 21.172f.
61. The assessment of such matters of social nuance, difficult for the archaic and classical periods, as
noted earlier, becomes even more complicated for Hellenistic poetry, especially because poets like
Callimachus and Theocritus delight in incongruities such as having herdsmen and peasants produce, e.g.,
hexameters of exquisite refinement. An excellent, grossly coarse, and quite funny example of a bucolic
eiKa~elv (noted by Dover [1971] ad loc., but not mentioned by Monaco or Fraenkel) is spoken skoptically by
ailTOA<+> avopl eOlKas. /
Priapus to Daphnis in Theocritus 1 (82-91): "~ouTas ~EV EAeyev, vOv 0' ailTOAct>
~lTOAOS, OKK' eoopD TCxS ~llKaoas oTa ~aTEOvTal, / TaKeTal 6q>8aA~ws OTl ou Tpayos aUTOS
eyevTO' / Kal TV 0' brel K' eooPDS TCxS lTap8evos oTa yeAavTl / TaKEal 6q>eaA~ws OTl ou ~eTCx Talol
XOpEVE1S." The general import is that goatherds are specially prey to illegitimate sexual wants and
consequently to irregular anxieties (see Gow ad loc.), and that Daphnis is exhibiting symptoms of these. It
seems likely that Priapus' charge is not that Daphnis wants to have intercourse with the laughing maidens and
cannot (as per Dover, 83-85), but rather that he wants to become one of them (as the goatherd desires a change
in species); such a desire would explain Daphnis' lack of interest in the girl and his fatal ennui in general, and
would be of a piece with the other impossibilia sought by him in 132-36.
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Cxvi}p·
EV OE TO KaAAlOTOV XloS EEl"TTEV avi}p·
"0(11 lTEp cpUAACUV yEVEi}, TOln OE Kat avopwv"·
CxVOpWv"·
lTaVpOl IJlV SVTlTWV ovaOl OE;aIJEVOl
OTEpVOlS eyKaTESEVTO· lTapEOTl yap EAlTtS EKaOTWl
avopwv,
CxVopWV, ii TE VECUV oTf}SEOlV ElJcpUETal.
The one best thing the Chian man said was this:
"As is the generation of leaves, so is that of humanity."
But few men taking this into their ears
take it also into their hearts; for hope is present in each,
sown into their breasts when young.

Now a recently published papyrus has appeared preserving much of the rest
of the poem as previously known, in a context that all but guarantees
Simonides' authorship, which had been uncertain. The problem is that the
new version differs from the old in a crucial respect: it doesn't include the
line from Glaucus' speech, or indeed anything else from the five lines quoted
above. It gives us instead lines 6-13 prefaced by 4 lines too fragmentary to
reconstruct, but preserved well enough to be identifiably other than the old
1_5. 62
One explanation that has been suggested is that Stobaeus silently
excerpted: the lines he gives as 1-5 actually came from earlier in the same
poem; the papyrus preserves lines from the intervening passage Stobaeus
omitted. 63
Another possibility would obviously be that we have to do with two
different compositions, both of which included the same passage (6-13 in the
Stobaean version, 5-12 in the papyrus).
THESE OBSERVATIONS FORM the prelude to the speculations with which I
wish to conclude the present article. I continue with a few further points. The
first has to do with the detachability of the eiKol;elv. Among the examples to
have come down to us are two identical pairs, Thgn. 457-61 and Theophilus
4 PCG, and Alexis 284 PCG and Eubulus 122 PCG. 64 We do not have any
surrounding context for any of them, which is a perfectly normal state of
affairs for both the Theognidea and the fragments of comedy. We may have a
suspicion, however, that comparisons like these would be prey to detachment
to an exceptional degree because they are so eminently detachable-because
they are discrete units usually well able to survive on their own. This
suspicion would be correct. So detachable are they, in fact, that we know
62. See n.4 above for the references, and for an excellent statement of the facts and discussion of the
issues see Sider (2001).
63. Sider (2001).
64. See nn.29 and 30 above.
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they were stolen: Aristophanes tells us so himself, at Clouds 559, where he
indignantly characterizes other comic poets as TaS EiKOVS TWV EYXEAwv
TaS EllaS 1l11l0V IlEVOl. (The stolen EIKclSEIV is to be found at Knights 864ff.).
Which is to say that a given EIKCcSEIV might appear in different contexts in
different places: in the presumed originator or author, e.g., Aristophanes, or
"Theognis," or Eubulus, or Alexis, etc., and then in the works of his alleged
imitators.
This mobility, as we can call it, surely mirrors the realities of sympotic
practice. Not everybody who went to symposia will have been gifted with the
kind of poetic skill and creativity prized there. It is the suggestion of B. Rust
that anthologies such as we have in the surviving Theognidea functioned as
prep-books for symposiasts: memorize a few-the collection features poems
for every occasion-and fit them into the evening's conversation as
opportunity allows. 65 We happen to have preserved for us on papyrus an
EIKclSElv-collection of just this type-an EIKclSEIV for every occasion, that is,
for every physical type-ready-made for the uninspired symposiast hoping to
make a splash. 66
The trick, or perhaps TEXVTl,
TEXVT}, of sympotic conversation was to have at
your command a repertoire of set pieces. Obviously, the higher the quality
and originality of your set pieces, and the more of them you had mastered,
the better. Imagination and creativity and wit will be manifested not so much,
perhaps, in your ability to improvise new material on the spot (since this
would not be within the capability of many),67 but in your deployment of the
pieces at your command-your startling ability to adapt set piece X to new
context y.68 (We may be seeing an example of this when Protagoras
produces his "myth" in the Platonic dialogue that bears his name.)
The feature of this procedure that may be hard for us to accept is that it
is perfectly acceptable for the seams to show. In fact, within limits, it may be
65. Rust, in progress, developing upon Reitzenstein (1893) 45-86, esp. 76ff. Cf. Barns (1950-51) 1-19,
West (1974) 57, and Bremmer (1997) 14-18. The idea that people might memorize set texts for performance at
symposia is confirmed by Theophrastus, Char. 27.2: 0 OE O\fJllla6nS
O\fJllla8nS TOlOUTOS TlS, oTos pnOEls llaV6aVElV
llaV8aVElV
E~nKOvTa ETTJ yEyOVWS Kal TavTas AEYWV
AEyWV napa lTOTOV ElTlAav8aVEOBal. Chapter 5 of Cole (1991)
80f., is given over to arguing that the earliest rhetorical handbooks were collections of model speeches (such
as we have in the surviving works of Gorgias and the Tetralogies of Antiphon) to be memorized by the
student, and then adapted to suit such occasions as presented themselves. I note here that while many
examples of the EiKa~ElV attach the working out of the comparison to its opening statement with yap, some
have recourse to the explanatory asyndeton that we noted earlier KUhner-Gerth II p.344 characterized as
"equivalent to yap." Besides Il. 6.146-49 itself, other examples are Carm. Pop. 22 (PMG 905), quoted in
n.31, and Powell (1925) CA Epica Adespota 4.10-13 and Alexis 35, both quoted in the text immediately
above. It seems clear that the asyndetic types will have been those most adaptable for transference to other
contexts.
66. See Kassel (1956) (=1991), and Bremmer (1997) 14f.
67. West (1974) 17: "a victim [of elegiac skoptic abuse] might want to answer back. If he was to do it
in song, he would need some facility at improvisation, but that is attested for Simonides at least (eleg. 6-7)."
West goes on to discuss various interactive poetic games.
68. See Barns 3f., who shows that Aristophanes both uses and ridicules the technique.
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desirable: the more artificial the transitions, the more brazen the thematic,
logical, and linguistic leaps, then the more loudly is proclaimed your
originality and dash-provided, of course, that, e.g., your lack of taste and
style doesn't make the whole thing fall flat. 69
This suggestion implies an aesthetic at odds with our own and later
antiquity's preference for an ars adeo latet arte sua approach. If the claimed
taste seems incredible, I ask the reader to consider that some of the most
memorable gnomic and parainetic passages of early Greek and classical
Greek literature exhibit precisely this quality, and have often been called into
question for it:
1: The fable of the Hawk and the Nightingale in Hesiod, Ope 202-12.
Hesiod "does not succeed in making effective use of [the traditional
pattern in which fables are deployed]. The hawk's hybris matches the
king's without putting it in a ridiculous light or showing it to be illadvised. They might more aptly have told the tale to Hesiod .... As it
is, Hesiod can only proceed by saying 'Well, don't you behave like that'
(213).... This is to negate the parallelism of animal and man which is
fundamental to the genus fable. He may well be adapting an existing
fable." (West on 202-12.)
2. Phoenix introduces the Meleager exemplum at fl. 9.599 in support of
his claim (524-26) that heroes of old allowed themselves to be persuaded
by gifts and prayers; but Meleager turns out to be a negative exemplar:
he had to give in even without recompense: "When the story was
introduced, we were led to expect encouragement rather than warning;
Meleagros cannot be called 5c...:>PllTOS. This is only one more of the·
awkwardnesses in this curious narrative" (Leaf on 599).70
3. The Niobe-exemplum held out to Priam by Achilles at fl. 24.601-19:
"Niobe's situation as described is clearly very like Priam's, only more
so. Priam has lost one son: Niobe lost all twelve; and yet Niobe ate food.
A fortiori Priam should eat. ... [I]t is more than improbable that there
was any legend at· all that Niobe had eaten food after her children had
been killed. The detail is irrelevant to the universal story that she was
turned into stone.... The situation is not that Homer has chosen a
suitable mythological example as an encouragement to Priam-rather he
has invented it.,,71

69. Opinions then as now could differ: the exchange of comparisons between Lysistratus and
Philocleon in Ar., Wasps 1308-14, quoted in section 2 above, concludes, as Iquoted it, with a round of
applause accorded to the old man. But the passage goes on to record dissent, duly noted and rebuked by
Philocleon (1314-18): oi 8' CxveKpOTnoav. lTAl1V ye 90v<ppaoTov ~ovov· / OUTOS Be 81E~uAAalvEv. WS
Bn BE~lOS. / 6 yepwv 8e TOV 90u<ppaOTOv npET'· "EllTe ~Ol. / Ent T4l KO~<;i~ Kal KO~'VOS elval
lTPOOlTOIEI. / Kw~ctJBoAOIX~V lTEPl TOV EU lTpaTTOVT' Cxei;" The key phrase is WS 8n 8E~lOS:
Thouphrastus is a connoisseur of apparently fastidious standards, and is ridiculed for these pretentions. It
might be thought that the Hesiodic fable of the Hawk and the Nightingale, discussed below, is an example of
an attempt that has failed to be brought off.
70. Cf. Hainsworth on 524-605: "It [the Meleager parable] is not the happiest of choices ..."; on 599:
"It is not ... very felicitous that the climax of the parable should be 'yielding to his av~OS' when the point of
Phoenix' discourse is 'overcome your 6v~os' (496)."
71. Willcock (1964) 141, following Kakridis (1949) 96-105.
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4. In Herodotus 5.92 Sosicles, the Corinthian ambassador present when
the Spartans propose restoring the Peisistratids in Athens, relates, as a
negative exemplum about tyranny, the history of the Cypselid dynasty,
and at length (5 full pages in the OCT): the "speech is incredibly inapt to
the occasion.... Of the stories told, that of Cypselus' childhood is not in
point, since it does not illustrate the evils of tyranny, nor is there any
attempt to show that a tyranny at Athens would injure Sparta and her
allies" (How and Wells on 5.92.1). "[T]his is an exemplum, as is clear
from the moral drawn afterward .... But the fact to be exemplified is
not, as one might expect, contained in the [ending], which [is itself]
quite irrelevant to the point being made" (Slater [1983] 123f.).72

Each of the passages poses a different kind of problem, and I will not enter
into discussion of them here. 73 The element common to all is that the speaker
takes the audience somewhere it cannot have expected to go: the train of
thought goes in one hole and comes out another. M.L. West noted the
apparent illogicality of certain Hesiodic transitions, and observed that "this
kind of inconsequence, a series of thoughts ABC, where A and Band Band
C make a coherent sequence, but ABC taken as a whole seem to lack all
cohesion, is characteristic of archaic Greek literature" (note on Th. 94-97).
One of the passages he mentions is Op. 359-63, which forms part of a
discussion of gift-giving versus theft:
OS oe KEV aUTOS EAllTal CxvaloEillq>l
CxvaloElllq>l lTl8noas.
Kai TE Ol-llKpOV eov. TO y' elTaXVc:.uOEV q>iAOV
Kal
q>lAOV llTOP.
Ei yap KEV Kal Ol-llKpOV elTl Ol-llKP~ KaTa8ElO
Kal 8al-l0: TOUT' epoolS. TaXa KEV I-leya Kal TO yevolTO·
oS 0' elT' eOVTl q>epEl. 8 0' CxAE;ETal ai80lTa AlI-lOV.

Whoever gives way to shamelessness and takes something himself,
even though it be a small thing, it freezes his heart.
For if you add a little to a little,
and do this often, soon that little will become great.
But he who adds to what he has, he will keep off bright-eyed hunger.
Trans. Evelyn-White (1964) modified

West remarks that "361-62 cohere with 359-60 only if taken in one way, and
with 363 only if taken in another," Le., 361-62 function as the "pivot" on
which a thematic transition is made from theft to thrift.
We can briefly note some further examples. After his spectacular discusthrow Odysseus issues challenges in other events, and boasts of particular
skill with the bow; of all archers at Troy, he was better than all but
Philoctetes:

72. It should be noted that Slater (1983) does not regard the irrelevance of the ending as a defect.
73. All but the Hesiod are analyzed in Slater (1983), chiefly as examples of ring composition.
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5' clAAc.uv EIJE q>TllJl TTOAV lTpOq>EpEOTEpOV
lTPOq>EPEOTEPOV Elval,
Elvol,
OOOOl vOv [3pOTol EiolV ETTl XSOVl OlTOV e50vTES.
av5pa(H
av5po(H 5e lTPOTEPOlOlV EPl~EIlEV OUK ESEArlOc.u,
ouS' r HpaKAi;t
HPOKAi;t OUT' EUPVT~ OiXaAli;Y.
ol
Ol pa Kal aSavCxTololV
aSaVCxTOlOlV EPl~EOKOV lTEPl TO;c.uV.
TW pa Kal al'4J' ESavEv
ESaVEV IlEyaS EUpUTOS ou5' ElTl yiipas
'(KET' EvlllEyapolol·
EVlIlEyOPOlOl· xoAc.uoaIJEVOS
XOAc.uOOIJEVOS yap 'AlTOAAc.uv
EKTavEv. ovvEKa
OVVEKO IJlV lTpOKaAl~ETO To;a~EOSal.
TO;O~EOSal.
TWV

(Od. 8.221-28)

But I will say that I stand far out ahead of all others
such as are living mortals now and feed on the earth. Only
I will not set myself against men of the generations
before, not with Herakles nor Eurytos of Oichalia,
who rivalled the immortals in bowmanship. And therefore
great Eurytos died suddenly nor came to old age
in his own mansions, since Apollo in anger against him
killed him, because he had challenged Apollo in archery.
Trans. Lattimore (1967) modified

Eurytus is introduced as setting a standard of bowmanship Odysseus cannot
hope to reach, and ends up a paradigm of what terrible things happen to those
who challenge their betters. The "illogic" is dazzling, and no doubt meant to
be. 74 Similarly, in the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite 220-40, Aphrodite
substantiates her assertion that previous members of Anchises' family have
also been close to the gods in beauty: first there was Ganymede, whom Zeus
carried off, and then there was Tithonus, whom Eos loved and obtained
immortality for; but she forgot to ask for agelessness in addition, and so he
wastes away forever. This unpleasant fate provides a moral for Aphrodite to
admonish Anchises with: "I wouldn't want you to end up like that"-a
conclusion which apparently is meant to explain why she will not be seeking
immortality for him. So ends what began as a parade of Trojan beauties.
Trick transitions have an obvious appeal: they surprise the audience, and
at best delight them in doing so. When towards the beginning of the Homeric
Hymn to Apollo the poet circles around the topic of the god's birth on Delos,
he proposes the theme (25-29) with a brief account of it as a past event (TEKE,
E~DE1); he then returns to the present by way of a relative adverb in 29: ev8Ev
Cxnopvv~EVOS nooi 8VTJTOToi CxvaooEiS. The next line begins OOOOVS
KPTlTTJ T' EVTOS EXEi and introduces a geographical catalogue that continues
until 45f., where we read TOOOOV En' w5ivovoa CEKTlfr3oAov C(KETO AllTw,
/ El TiS oi yalEc.uv viET 8EAOl olKla 8E08al. Allen insisted that a full stop
must be placed at the end of line 29 (he saw this as the only alternative to
positing a lacuna there)---otherwise there will be an intolerable inconcinnity

74. Of course this is the climax of Odysseus' disagreeable but crucial encounter with Euryalus
examined above as beginning with an exchange of EiKa~E'v and civTE'Ka~E'v.
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between the catalogue's beginning and its end. 75 But obviously that will have
been the whole point: the pleasure comes from going into a list of the places
Apollo now timelessly rules over and coming out of it to discover yourself in
the past of that one occasion when Leto visited them.
Any doubts about an archaic poet's willingness to do such a thing should
be quelled by noting that Hesiod does it too, though in reverse, with his
catalogue of the Muses at Th. 75-80: this catalogue begins as part of the pasttense birth narrative, but at its end delivers us into a timeless characterization
of the goddesses' spheres of influence. (A similar and closely succeeding
passage, 94-97, was the occasion for West's note on archaic transitions,
quoted directly above.) It seems entirely reasonable that catalogues, which
tend not to have verbs, be employed to segue from one temporality to another
in this way. Indeed, the same "trick" is played within the hom. h. Ap. itself:
immediately after his birth, Apollo is described as visiting various places,
first with an aorist, E~noao (141), and then with an iterative imperfect,
T1AcloKaSES (142). These two lines are succeeded by three listing the kind of
places dear to Apollo, without any verb at all. We emerge from them in line
146 into what is unambiguously the timeless present: aAAa ou ~nA<+>
<DOl~E llclAlOT' ElTlTEplTEal llTop.
The editors who have been tempted to tamper with these passages on
account of their "irregularities" should not be judged too harshly. If
interpolation is the working into one passage of another that was not
originally composed for it, then it seems quite likely that many of the
exempla and aTvol which we have been examining fill the bill. The editors'
intuition is, in short, right. What needs to be adjusted is our understanding of
what constituted "success" in working a ready-to-hand exemplum or fable in:
Achilles' manipulation of the Niobe story pleases because it renews the
traditional tale in an unpredictable yet opportune way.76 Slater perceptively
75. Allen, Halliday, and Sikes (1936) n. on 29, followed in Cassola's edition.
76. The situation in which Priam's supplication takes place is, like that of Odysseus' supplication of
Arete in Od. 7.152£f., and that of the embassy to Achilles in Ii. 9, postprandial, Le., potentially sympotic (Il.
24.475£., VEOV 5' cXlTEAllyev eOcuoi;s / Eo6cuv Kal nlvcuv' ETl Kai lTapEKE1TO TpalTE~a; cf. Od. 7.174;
these apparent anachronisms dismayed the ancient commentators; see the scholia ad loc., and Athenaeus 1.11f12c). Though Homer lacks dining couches, his world teems with symposium-reminiscent matter; cf. Rathje
(1990) and Murray (1994). I draw attention to two other items from the secondary literature: (1) Martin, in his
typological study of symposium literature (Martin, [1931]), devoted 15 richly documented pages to the topos
of "the uninvited guest," of which category Alcibiades in Plato's Symposium is undoubtedly the most famous
classical example; Martin begins his discussion (64 with n.1) with the Homeric evidence, and although he
does not make reference to the two Iliadic passages I have cited, he does mention Odysseus' unexpected
appearance in the Phaeacian court at Od. 7. 152ff., and, in addition, 1. 118ff. (Athena on Ithaca), 3.321£. (Athena
and Telemachus at Pylos), 4.15ff. (Telemachus and Peisistratus at Sparta), and Il. 2.408 (Menelaus' arrival
uninvited at Agamemnon's feast, so memorably put to use in Plato, Symp. 174b); (2) West (1974) 10-13, had
argued that the well-known reports in Philochorus and Lycurgus of the singing of Tyrtaeus' poems by Spartan
soldiers on campaign demonstrated that "martial elegy" had to be accepted as a nonsympotic circumstance for
the use of the verse-form; but Bowie (1986) 15f., pointed out that the reports show that "Tyrtaeus' elegies
were sung after a banquet in the king's skene, and the participants were a select group analogous to the
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remarks that the surprise negative twist Phoenix gives the Meleager
exemplum at its end serves a purpose: Phoenix "implies that all he is
concerned to illustrate is the need to take gifts before the ships are burned
and not afterwards; but his negative example discreetly conceals his
assumption that Achilles will fight only when the ships are in danger and
Patroclus asks him."77 It follows from all this that Achilles and Phoenix are
being depicted by Homer as skilled adepts of sympotic conversation.
So also Glaucus. That his comparison shares with these other passages
their "detached/detachable" look is made clear by the suspicions cast upon it
by modern scholars,78 and by its having in fact been "detached" in the
subsequent tradition preserved for us: the incorporation of its opening line
into the Stobaean version of Simonides' elegy. It follows that we should not
insist one of the two versions that we now have of this poem to be a defective
variant of the other, since both could be Simonidean: if the poet could detach
it once from Glaucus' speech, he could re-detach it from his own poem.
Cobbling together new versions on the spot is just the kind of trick you
would expect from Simonides when you invited him to dinner. 79
It is at a dinner-party, of course, that Simonides is said to have had the
insight that led to his developing what became the ancient rhetorical art of
memory.80 As the story is told in Cicero (de oratore 2.352-54), Simonides
was called out of the banquet hall by two young men (Le., the benevolent
Dioscuri); when he went outside to answer the summons, he found nobody;
the building thereupon collapsed behind him, utterly destroying everyone
aristocratic neoi who were the characteristic symposiasts in Ionian cities. More individuals may have been
involved than in symposia elsewhere, but the context is clearly related to a symposium." See more fully Bowie
(1990). Cf. Murray (1991) who emphasizes the differences between the institution of Homeric
"commensality" and that of the symposium as part of his thesis associating the latter with the adoption of
hoplite tactics.
77. Slater (1983) 126.
78. FrIDkel (1921) 40, claims that the the linguistic irregularities of the lines (the variations in the
meaning of yEVEl1, the intransitive use of q>uc.u) indicate that it was inorganically attached to the passage
(hineinzuschmelzen). Cf. Cribiore (1994) 8: "It is undeniable that the simile is slightly out of place in the
Homeric text. ... The connective texture of the poem here seems less smooth and homogeneous and lets come
to the fore the point of juncture of different motifs."
79. G. Nagy proposed the "mouvance" exhibited in the variant versions of the poems of Jaufre Rudel
as a model for the alleged re-composition of Greek epic (Nagy [1996] ch. 1). The model is far more
appropriate to Greek sympotic versifying like Simonides' here. Cribiore (1994) presents a fascinating papyrus
in which Il. 6.147-49 appear to have served for a writing exercise; she discusses the identifiable ancient habits
in excerpting the passage, and what I have called its "detachability" in general; see esp. 8: "The man-leaves
simile had freed itself, and probably very early, from its multiple connections with the narrative context. All
the instances of quotations of this comparison exhibit direct knowledge of the Homeric text, but suggest a
desire to disembody the image from its context and record it for preservation in memory or in writing.... It is
not improbable that the man-leaves simile was already a topos in funereal, consolatory, threnodic poetry
before the poet of the Iliad adopted it to the battle narrative." Martin (1997), argues that the supposedly late
linguistic features of Homeric narrative similes may in fact reflect genre differences: the similes, Martin
suggests, have been incorporated into epic from lyric and elegiac poetry. Rutherford (1997) 14ff. discusses the
third triad of Pindar, Pae. 6, in tenns of "detachment," "supplement," and "split perfonnance."
80. See Molyneux (1971) for an examination of the historical evidence for this event.
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still within; the poet, however, was able to identify the remains for the bereft
relations by reconstructing the order in which the dead had reclined-that is,
by recollecting their placement in the sympotic order: hac tum re admonitus
invenisse fertur ordinem esse maxume qui memoriae lumen adferret.
The attribution to Simonides of the invention of this visual and above all
architectural mnemonic technique, upon which classical rhetoric was
founded,81 has an intuitive appeal: Simonides was also supposedly the
founder of epinician, the ancient poetic genre that has proved most happily
susceptible to "rhetorical" analysis. But Cicero's account of the poet's primal
act of Toposforschung must make us wonder what he was doing memorizing
the order of dinner-guest placement in the first place? The answer would of
course be that he did it to prepare for the conversational battle that was going
to begin after the meal was done. It is well known from Plato's Symposium
what common sense alone might have suggested: the place to which your
host assigns you will determine your turn at speaking, and placement will
therefore be critical in determining outcomes. "We who have to speak last
are at a great disadvantage," Socrates says (Plato, Symp. 177e3-4): all the
obvious good points and approaches will have already been exhausted.
So in studying the competition, and memorizing their sequence (ordo),
Simonides is simply behaving like the consummate symposiastic
professional we know him to be. He is in effect surveying the disposition of
the enemy forces. And he is also no doubt preparing for his own
performances in the battle to come--constructing what he is going to say on
the basis of the spatial model we know was used in the memory art of the
ancient orators.
Some such calculations may have lain behind the recently revealed
variants of the famous elegy: for one dinner group a version that included the
quotation from Glaucus' speech was somehow deemed apropos, for another,
not. We obviously cannot know the basis for these discriminations, if they in
fact were Simonidean. At any rate, we have now seen that in detaching
Glaucus' comparison from the "Chian man's" poem and incorporating it into
an elegy of his own, Simonides in effect simply returned it to the sympotic
context in which it was bred.

81. On the art, see Yates (1966) ch. 1.
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